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Abstract 

 

Simulations of future regional land-use change help planners and policymakers 

understand how scenarios with alternative public policy and investment choices will play 

out in the future, especially in conjunction with different economic and demographic 

trends. Models used to simulate land-use change are driven by physical, economic, 

infrastructure, environmental and geographical factors. The magnitude of growth is 

determined exogenously, independent of the existing land-use and socio-economic 

conditions. Even though significant relationship among income inequality, racial 

segregation, housing abandonment, intra-regional migration, school quality, amenities 

and urban growth have been established, the current generation of land-use change 

models does not explicitly model these social dynamics. This omission results in 

underestimation of new housing construction, and failure to account for urban decline, 

sprawl, intra-regional migration, regional imbalances and social externalities.  

 

The research described in this dissertation seeks to address this omission and is 

presented as three essays. The first essay explores how the spatial pattern of socio-

economic characteristics determines the magnitude and location of growth and is shaped 

by it. It presents a framework for modeling the relationship among regional inequalities, 

urban distress and growth. The framework is tested using data from the St. Louis region. 

The second essay uses the framework to model the impact of the social dynamics on 

location and magnitude of growth and decline in the region. The forecasts from this 

model, together with population and income forecasts from a regional economic model, 

are used to derive probabilities of development and decline at the Census tract level and 

to assess the total magnitude of growth endogenously. The last essay evaluates the 

performance of the full information Feasible Generalized Spatial Three Stages Least 

Square estimator used to estimate the model presented in the second essay.  Using 

Monte Carlo experiments, the sensitivity of results to varying degrees of spatial 

dependences, choice of spatial weight matrix, sample size and variance covariance 

matrices is analyzed. These Monte Carlo simulations provide confidence in the results of 

the social dynamics model. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

Simulations of future regional land-use play a central role in planning. These simulations 

are a critical part of scenarios analysis, which records not just the outcome but also how 

the future unfolds: the factors that drive the outcome and the process through which the 

factors are linked to changes over space and time. In developing and working with 

scenarios, planners are required to perform several types of analyses. They must 

understand and explain how land-use currently changes and use that knowledge to 

predict future change. To make better sense of a set of scenarios, they must compute 

metrics that allow comparisons among scenarios. These metrics measure the state of 

various social, economic, and environmental attributes. Models of land-use change can 

be designed to do much of the above. 

 

1. Problem Statement 

Models of land-use change have two components: one directed at estimating demand for 

new land; a second directed at changing land use across space to meet this demand. 

This sequential spatial allocation of demand based on exogenously determined population 

and employment projections ignores the impact of intra-regional migration, social 

inequalities and urban decline on growth projections. However, most applied models of 

land-use change do not explicitly account for these dynamics. This absence can possibly 

be explained by the lack of spatial data and methodological advancements in handling 

complex spatial relationships. The exclusion of social dynamics from land-use change 

model prevents planners and policy makers from fully understanding the impacts of 

various public policy and investment choices.  
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Neighborhood ecology models are often used to model the socio-economic dynamics in 

regions but seldom incorporate spatial spillover effects. They are used as an overlay to 

spatially distribute the demand for new housing (estimated exogenously) but never to 

update the demand in the context of land-use change modeling. These have resulted in a 

failure of many land-use change models to adequately capture the phenomena of sprawl, 

decline of the urban core and the disproportionately higher amount of new construction 

relative to the increase in number of households. 

 

This dissertation brings together four aspects of land-use modeling that have received 

individual attention to some extent but have never been integrated into model (a) 

modeling the regional economy which provides macro controls for the amount of growth 

in the region in terms of net change in number of households, (b) predicting the amount 

of new housing units needed to accommodate this growth, (c) modeling the spatial 

distribution of new households and housing units, (d) modeling the impact of social 

dynamics and regional inequality on the location and magnitude of growth.  

 

How are regional inequalities–such as urban distress, sprawl, and regional economic 

growth—interlinked and how does this interrelationship inform the magnitude and 

location of growth in the region as simulated by a land-use change model? This is the 

primary question that this dissertation attempts to answer. Modeling these 

interdependencies provides a richer interpretation of the underlying social, economic and 

spatial dynamics defining land-use change in many regions of the nation than currently 

available.  In turn, this helps planners and policymakers make better informed decisions.  
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2. Land-use Evaluation and Impact Assessment Model 

To examine these questions, I utilize the ongoing land-use modeling efforts in the Land-

use Evaluation and Impact Assessment Model (Deal & Pallathucheril, 2008) concentrating 

on the St. Louis region. LEAM generates land use change projections in specified 

geographic regions for future time horizons. It uses the local causal mechanisms of 

change in a region at a small scale (30 meters by 30 meters) to project land use change 

at annual time increments over very large regions. A discrete-choice model controls 

whether land use in each grid cell is transformed from its present state to a new state 

(residential or industrial and commercial use) in a particular time step (Figure 1.1). This 

transformation is based on a development score computed in each time step for each cell 

based on a number of factors associated with the cell (e.g., proximity to cities, 

employment centers, roads, highways; slope; location within wetlands, floodplains) and 

characteristics of surrounding cells (e.g., degree of development, type of development). 

The impact of each factor on a cell’s development score is calibrated based on current 

land-use patterns in the region. In a given time step, the regional demand for new 

development and the development score associated with the cell determine whether or 

not a cell is transformed. A cell that is available for development and has a high enough 

development score to successfully compete to satisfy the regional demand for new land is 

likely to be transformed. 

 

The model results consist of a framework of maps, movies and GIS layers that describe 

emergent future land use patterns (Deal, 2001). Alternative scenarios can be tested and 

analyzed by varying drivers or constraints, forming the basis for using LEAM as a tool for 

deliberation and policy analysis. The resulting implications of the emergent development 

patterns (on the local environmental, social and economic systems) are then analyzed.  
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Figure 1.1: The Structure of Land-use Evolution and Impact Assessment Model (LEAM) 

 

3. Three Essays 

The research described in this dissertation address these issues in a three-essay format. 

It (a) creates a framework to explain the relationship between social dynamics and land-

use change, (b) models the social dynamics to inform land-use change by explicitly 

acknowledging the spatio-temporal relationships, and (c) explores the robustness of the 

estimator used in the social model using Monte Carlo simulations, enabling some 

confidence in the model results.  
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The first essay explores how the spatial pattern of socio-economic characteristics 

determines the magnitude and location of growth and is also shaped by it. It presents a 

framework for modeling the relationship among regional inequalities, urban distress and 

growth. The framework is tested using data from the St. Louis region. These dynamics 

are too complex to be translated into a modeling framework and hence a reduced form 

approach is suggested where only certain variables relevant to modeling land-use change 

are further analyzed. Their inter-relationships are studied through exploratory spatial 

data analysis using data from St. Louis region. This exploratory exercise does not test 

individual hypotheses presented in the causal map, but assesses if the outcomes 

predicted by these dynamics corroborate with the observed reality. 

 

The second essay uses the above framework to model the impact of the social dynamics 

on location and magnitude of growth and decline in the region. A reduced form of the 

causal map is modeled with a system of simultaneous equations to predict the location 

and magnitude of growth with the endogenous variables consisting of proxies for socio-

economic fabric (income, vacancy, number of households), growth (new housing 

construction) and decline (housing abandonment). Given the spatial nature of urban 

processes, spatial dependences in endogenous variables as well as in the error structure 

are explicitly treated. A full information feasible generalized spatial three stages least 

square estimator (FGS3SLS) is used to estimate the model. The forecasts from this 

model, together with population and income forecasts from a regional economic model, 

are used to derive probabilities of development and decline at the Census tract level and 

to also assess the total magnitude of growth endogenously. It aims to better link the 

regional economy, social dynamics, and land-use change. These development 

probabilities are useful in multiple ways within a land-use change models. Together with 

the traditional drivers of land use change these probabilities can be used to more 

realistically calculate overall development probabilities. 
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The third and the final essay evaluate the performance of the full information feasible 

generalized spatial three stages least square (FGS3SLS) estimator (Kelejian & Prucha, 

2004) used to estimate the model presented in the second essay.  This estimator is 

consistent and asymptotically normal but its small sample properties are less known. In 

absence of very large samples as is the case in most applied works, it is difficult to 

interpret the results with confidence based on asymptotic results only. One alternative to 

employ in a situation such as this is to use finite sample approximations or asymptotic 

expansions. However, these approximations tend to be very complex, the results difficult 

to interpret and the computations very advanced. In contrast, the method of Monte Carlo 

replaces the skills needed in asymptotic approximations by relying on computational 

power of computers. Here, the properties of the parameters of interest are studied 

through a series of stochastic simulations and their statistics are analyzed (Davidson & 

MacKinnon, 1993). These Monte Carlo simulations provide confidence in the results of the 

social dynamics model. 

 

4. Expected Contributions 

The dissertation aims to provide answers to the question of 'how much to grow and 

where to grow’ in the context of land-use change, highlighting the impact of social 

dynamics on land-use change and the interdependence between the two. Regional 

forecasting of housing demand based on macro-level models often ignores the micro-

level social dynamics (e.g. intra-regional migration, urban decline and sprawl) that are an 

important driver for new housing construction; on the other hand, micro-level drivers 

alone cannot reflect the economy-wide impacts on housing demand. Modeling these 

interdependencies provides a richer interpretation of the underlying social, economic and 

spatial dynamics driving land-use change in regions than is currently available.  Thus, it 

bridges the gap between regional economic models, social dynamics and land use change 
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to provide planners and policymakers with a more substantial knowledge base on which 

to deliberate about the region and its future.  
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CHAPTER 2: INCORPORATING SOCIAL DYNAMICS INTO 

MODELS OF LAND-USE CHANGE 

 

1. Introduction 

Simulations of future regional land-use change help planners and policymakers 

understand how alternative public policy and investment choices will play out in the 

future, especially in conjunction with different economic and demographic trends 

(Pallathucheril & Deal, 2005). These simulations are a critical part of scenarios analysis, 

which records not just the outcome but also how the future unfolds: the factors that 

drive the outcome and the process through which the factors are linked to changes over 

space and time. 

 

Scenarios play a different role in planning than was envisaged for alternatives in the 

rational comprehensive model of planning. Rather than choosing a particular outcome as 

the desired future, decision-makers refer to an entire set of scenarios that have been 

developed in advance, and the knowledge of the link between actions and consequences 

embedded in this set, to plan for the future and to make choices as they encounter 

particular circumstances in the future.  

 

According to Steinitz (1990): 

A scenario-based approach to land-use planning offers several advantages. First, 

a scenario that describes the future using a multivariate approach is not only 

able to consider the implications of policy choices, but also the inter-relationships 

between possible actions. Second, a set of scenarios designed to bracket a set of 

alternative outcomes can include differing viewpoints. This can encourage a 
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diverse set of opinions within the planning process. Finally, scenario futures are 

also valuable in helping to manage uncertainty and risk. (p. 136) 

 

In developing and working with scenarios, planners are required to perform several types 

of analyses. They must understand and explain how land-use currently changes and use 

that knowledge to predict future change. To make better sense of a set of scenarios, they 

must compute metrics that allow comparisons among scenarios. These metrics measure 

the state of various social, economic, and environmental attributes.  

 

Models of land-use change can be designed to do much of the above. Explanations of 

patterns of land-use change involve understanding various factors, their inter-

relationships and the causal mechanisms that have brought about the perceived change 

directly or indirectly over a period. Predictions of change are based on the interaction 

between the agents and their environment or changes in the behavior of agents or the 

environment. Explanations and predictions have both spatial and temporal dimensions.  

 

In addition to various economic factors, regional land-use change is shaped by social 

dynamics of income inequality, racial segregation, housing abandonment and intra-

regional migration. These dynamics have been extensively studied in literature and the 

collective impact on urban change is well known. Sampson, Morenoff and Gannon-Rowley 

(2002) present a detailed literature review on this issue. However, few applied models of 

land use change explicitly account for these dynamics. Their absence from the land-use 

change models can possibly be explained with lack of spatial data and methodological 

advances in handling complex spatial relationships. This has led to gaps between model 

forecasts and observed patterns of land use change. How might social dynamics be 

incorporated in models of future land-use change? 
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This chapter presents a causal mechanism through which these dynamics play out and 

drive land-use change in the St. Louis region. These dynamics are too complex to be 

translated into a modeling framework and hence a reduced form approach is suggested 

where only certain variables relevant to modeling land-use change are further analyzed. 

Their inter-relationships are studied through exploratory spatial data analysis using data 

from St. Louis region. This exploratory exercise does not test individual hypotheses 

presented in the causal map, but assesses wheter the outcomes predicted by these 

dynamics corroborate the observed reality. This exercise suggests that these social 

dynamics can be modeled using the reduced set of variables. 

 

This rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the 

models of land-use change. Section 3 presents the gap between model forecasts and 

observed patterns of land-use change. These gaps are attributed to the failure to address 

the underlying social dynamics in the region. Section 4 creates a case for modeling social 

dynamics and reviews the literature on social dynamics, its incorporation in land-use 

change models and methodological advancements to explicitly handle spatial processes. 

A framework to model these dynamics using causal maps is presented in Section 5. 

Section 6 explores some of outcomes as observed in St. Louis region and finds them 

confirming to these social dynamics. The chapter concludes by re-emphasizing the role of 

social dynamics to inform the land-use change models along with a short discussion on 

unresolved issues. 

 

2. Models of Land-use Change 

The models of land use change can be broadly characterized into two categories: 

theoretically explicit models and simulation based models. In presence of theoretical 

knowledge, the behavior of the system is modeled using explicit mathematical equations 
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to representing the behavior of the system (Batty, 1976). However, the land use change 

does not lend itself to an explicit theoretical framework often due to the absence of a 

strict set of assumptions required for a theoretical framework, lack of understanding of 

the land use changes processes, or lack of integrated theory to cover all aspects and 

interrelationship between involved processes. Consequently, they can only be used to 

perform a limited set of thought experiments focusing on small number of components in 

isolation of other dynamics occurring around them. Thus, the theoretical models have 

limited use to planners who need to explain land-use change, predict future, and perform 

impact assessment and scenario analysis across a multitude of issues at the same time. 

The complexity of real life problems faced by planners needs models which can help them 

answer relevant questions even at the cost of the analytical rigor of theoretical models.  

 

The second category of models is the simulation model which is used when the 

complexity of the system does not lend itself to be modeled via direct analytic approach 

(Wilson, 1974; Batty, 1976), or when probabilistic determinants of change are used. 

Simulation based models are based on statistics, econometrics, spatial interactions, 

optimization, neural networks, genetic algorithms, etc. or some combination of these. 

Wegner (1986) defines integrated models as those where different components of the 

spatial system namely environment, society, economics etc. interact with each other and 

in relation with the land-use and its changes. The modular nature of some of the 

integrated models allows connecting with other models with relative ease expanding the 

scope of the processes they are trying to model. This connection entails either 

simultaneous or iterative use of one component’s output as an input for other model and 

vice versa. Briassoulis (2000) provides a detailed argument in favor of integrated 

simulation models as a tool to predict land use change and perform scenario planning. 
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Some of the examples of integrated simulation models are CATLAS (Anas, 1982, 1983), 

IRPUD (Wegener, 1982, 1985, 1986a, 1986b, 1994), TRANUS (Barra, 1989, 2001), 

MEPLAN (Echenique et al., 1990), ITLUP (Putman, 1983, 1991), Cellular Automata (White 

& Engelen, 1994), CUFM (Landis, 1994, 1995), UrbanSim  (Wadell, 2002), CLUE-CR 

(Veldcamp & Fresco, 1996), IMPEL (Rounsevell, 1999), and LEAM (Deal & Pallathucheril, 

2008). 

 

3. Model Forecasts and Observed Phenomena 

Models that produce land-use simulations typically have two components: one directed at 

estimating demand for new housing; a second directed at changing land use across space 

to meet this demand. Wegener (1994), Briassoulis (2000), U.S. EPA (2000), Parker, 

Manson, Janssen, Hoffman, and Deadman (2003), Brail and Klosterman (2001), Agarwal, 

Green, Grove, Evans, and Schweik (2002) among others provide a detailed survey of 

models of land-use change. These models usually rely on exogenously generated control 

totals for growth, or use a regional economic sub-model to derive them. In either case, 

the projected demand is not affected by the spatial pattern of urban structure. The 

‘control totals’ determine the amount of growth in the region as a function of net change 

in number of households. The new households are then located in space based on 

biophysical (land forms, natural resources, soil types, etc.), and socio economic drivers 

(amenities, employment centers, congestion, social, economic, political and institutional 

factors) of land-use change (Briassoulis, 2000). 

 

The sequential method of spatial allocation of demand based on exogenously determined 

population and employment projections ignores the impact of intra-regional migration, 

social inequalities and urban decline on growth projections. This section analyzes some of 

the differences between model prediction and observed phenomena. The differences are 
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generalized under issues with prediction of the magnitude of demand, location of growth, 

location of housing abandonment and the lack of interaction between these variables. 

 

a) Predicting the magnitude of demand: In most models of land-use change, population 

change drives the amount of new construction in the region. The change in population is 

proportionately converted into the amount of new housing units with a correction for 

household size with some correction for vacancy. These housing units are then used as 

macro totals and distributed in space. In the case of St. Louis region, the population 

increased by approximately 96,000 between 1990 and 2000 leading to a corresponding 

increase of 66,000 households. Considering one housing unit per household and 

adjusting for vacancy which decreased by four thousand, one would expect an additional 

demand for about 62,000 new housing units. However, there were 144,000 new units 

constructed in the region and the housing stock grew only by 60,000. These figures 

(Table 2.1) in effect suggest that 84,000 units were abandoned, a phenomenon ignored 

in the current methodology.  

 

 1990 2000 2000-1990 

Population 2,444,102 2,540,138 96,036 

No of Households 923,642 990,249 66,607 

Vacant Units 81,279 76,975 -4,304 

Expected New Construction  62,607 

Housing Stock 1,006,012 1,066,358 60,346 

Actual New Construction   144,818 

Abandoned Units   84,472 

Table 2.1: Changes in population and housing units in the St. Louis region between 1990 

and 2000. Source: Bureau of Census, Geolytics database 
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Summarizing, a population increase of 96,000 led to new construction of 144,000 and 

abandonment of 84,000 housing units. Thus, we see that predicting the magnitude of 

growth directly from population change alone can be grossly misleading. The contribution 

of housing abandonment and spatial patterns of socio-economic characteristics have a 

greater role to play to determine the amount of new construction as shown later in the 

chapter. 

 

b.) Predicting the location of growth: Contrary to the observed trends of decline in the 

core and growth in regional periphery, the traditional drivers of land-use change models 

like proximity to employment and amenities predict high degree of development in the 

urban core (Figure 2.1). 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Development attractiveness computed from travel time to employment 

centers in St. Louis region. Areas marked in red are more attractive than those in blue 

due to shorter travel time to employment centers shown in circles. 
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c.) Predicting decline: Conventional methods of modeling land-use change either ignore 

or fail to capture urban decline as defined by vacancy, housing abandonment of existing 

housing stock together with lack of new construction.   

 

d.) Lack of interaction between magnitude of growth, location of growth and the socio-

economic fabric of the region: Land-use change in the St. Louis region shows a trend of 

movement further away from the core. Economic mobility and poor quality of life in the 

urban core creates demand for peripheral location of new housing units. The houses left 

vacant by households who can afford to move to the periphery in search of better quality 

of life are occupied by the not-so-wealthy living in the core who cannot afford to move. 

This process is commonly referred to as filtering and is discussed at length in Baer and 

Williamson (1988). This mobility chain is a continuous process independent of migration 

into the region that leaves behind even more abandoned units in the most distressed 

areas and spurs new housing construction in the peripheries. These abandoned units add 

to distress promoting further outward mobility and spread of urban distress. Thus, the 

amount of new housing construction is a function of housing abandonment which is 

directly related to the socio-economic fabric of the region. This implies that estimating 

magnitude and location of growth are interconnected and cannot be done independently 

or sequentially. Some models use housing prices as a proxy for social dynamics however, 

the housing prices are an outcome of social dynamics and are also affected by macro 

forces beyond the region. Cameron and Ian (2006) find that they “may not capture the 

full effects of environmental disamenities”. However, the land-use change models have 

failed to address this phenomenon. 

 

Spread of urban decline characterized by abandoned housing units, poverty, poor school 

quality, etc. from one area to neighboring areas has occurred in many regions. As a 

result there is a spatial mismatch between where the development actually occurs and 
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where it should take place from the perspective of travel time, cost, accessibility, etc. 

There have been limited attempts to model these social dynamics in the context of land-

use modeling. 

 

4. Social Dynamics as a Driver of Land-use Change 

Sampson et al. (2002) summarize results from 40 peer reviewed articles on the study of 

social processes in American cities. They find considerable socioeconomic inequality and 

racial segregation among neighborhoods. These studies found a strong correlation at 

neighborhood level between a number of social problems like crime, school dropout, well-

being, etc. The results have been robust at different levels of geographical analysis like 

community areas and census tracts. The spatial concentrations of poor and affluent 

neighborhoods were found to be increasing over time. Given, the presence of such strong 

social forces in shaping land-use change, the need for modeling their dynamics for 

predicting land-use change is of immense importance.  

 

Briassoulis (2000) reviewed evolution of social models and their relevance to land-use 

change modeling. She finds that the overall ability of social models to inform land-use 

change models is very limited. The reviewed models of social dynamics do not explicitly 

acknowledge the spatial and temporal dimension of social interactions. Even when they 

do so, they do not refer to the actual land-use or its changes over which the social 

agents interact with themselves or with their spatial environment. Further, some of these 

are very specifically focused on a particular socio-political and cultural setting and their 

applications to other regions would violate some of their basic assumptions. There has 

been some theoretical support to modeling efforts from the urban economic theory but 

its impact has been limited in terms of application to the spatial diversity of the social 

and cultural nature of land use change models that are relevant to planners.
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There is an increasing trend of incorporating spatial process in social models. This has 

followed form methodological advancement in spatial statistics and econometrics to 

explicitly handle space. This was supported by increased availability of spatial data in 

public domain and available computing capabilities. Spatial externalities are now started 

playing a central role in the recent emergence of “spatial thinking” in the mainstream 

social sciences (Goodchild, Anselin, Appelbaum, & Harthorn, 2000). Akerlof (1997) shows 

the increase in use of models of social interaction between actors and environment. The 

neighborhood ecology models and its variants ranging from Case (1992) about 

neighborhood influence and technology change, Kelejain and Robinson (1992) about 

police expenditures at county level, Case, Rosen, and Hines (1993) on budget spillovers, 

Boarnet (1994) on population and employment growth within a metropolitan area. 

Spatial models of neighborhood effects have also started surfacing in demography and 

criminology including formal notions of spatial spillovers and dependences (Abbot, 1997; 

Sampson et al., 2002; Messner & Anselin, 2004). 

 

Given the role of social dynamics in shaping land-use change, availability of spatial data 

and advancements in methodology to deal with spatial processes, it is now possible to 

incorporate social dynamics to inform land-use change. However, before doing so, it is 

important to create a framework that will inform this modeling exercise. 

 

5. Framework for Modeling Social Dynamics 

A report from Focus St. Louis (2001) attributes urban distress to intra-regional migration, 

housing segregation, economic and educational disparities. These social factors sustain 

urban distress in some areas (primarily the core) and promote growth in others 

(primarily in the periphery). Lee and Leigh (2007) find similar trends in Atlanta, 

Cleveland, Philadelphia, and Portland, using longitudinal census data from 1970 to 2000. 
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A framework to explain social dynamics in reference to its relation with land-use change 

based on the literature surveyed in the previous section is presented here. The 

arguments are first constructed at micro level of households explaining the wealth 

dynamics and housing segregation, and then expanded to explain the resultant spatio-

temporal feature of socio-economic disparities at the regional level. Some of these ideas 

presented in this section were initiated in Sarraf and Bendor ( 2005). 

 

Wealth dynamics 

Carter, Schill, and Wachter (1998) find that proportion of families in a tract with less than 

average income is influenced by the income in the previous decade, condition of the 

housing stock and changes in the housing stock during the last decade. Using their study 

and findings from the Focus St. Louis (2001), Figure 2.2 develops a causal mechanism of 

wealth dynamics at household level. Wealthy households choose to live in neighborhoods 

that provide better quality of life in terms of infrastructure and access to opportunities. 

Better infrastructure and higher ownership rates leads to faster appreciation of property 

values. Higher property values mean higher resources for the school districts. Better 

schools together with wealthier parents provide better opportunities for higher education, 

leading to a higher income for the next generation. Vartanian (1999) also shows the 

influence of childhood neighborhood conditions on the economic well-being including 

employment prospects of adults. These also come with better economic opportunities in 

terms of transportation, and access to capital. Thus, the benefits of living in a wealthier 

neighborhood are high and households with high income tend to gravitate towards 

neighborhoods which are occupied by other wealthy households.  

 

Households with sufficient economic resources start moving out of poor neighborhoods in 

search of better prospects. Continuous exodus from poor neighborhoods leads to 

decreasing tax revenues, poor maintenance of infrastructure, deteriorating school 
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quality, etc. Neighborhood conditions start affecting school quality and dropout rates 

(Clark, 1992). This further accentuates out-migration of wealthier households and fall in 

property prices in these neighborhoods. The result is increased vacancy, abandoned units 

and disincentive for new construction. Loss of tax revenues leads the communities to 

adopt higher tax rates repelling further investment in the neighborhood.  

 

Each household within a rich neighborhood has positive spillover over others and those in 

poor neighborhoods have negative spillovers. Collectively the households in rich 

neighborhoods enjoy better schools, better infrastructure and are able to steer housing 

market and regional and local policies in their favor. The average wealth of households in 

richer neighborhoods increases faster than if the households were homogenously 

dispersed in the region. This becomes further attractor for richer households to 

agglomerate 

 

The resulting income segregation is further strengthened by home owner associations 

through exclusionary zoning laws to maintain the lower bound on average household 

income. Over time neighborhoods tend to get differentiated by income and over many 

years, clear segregation patterns emerge. However, the neighborhood boundaries are not 

rigid and sealed. The interactions among adjoining neighborhoods lead to externalities.  

 

Relationship between neighborhood character and crime has been extensively studied 

(Savoie, 2008; Wallace, Wisener, & Collins, 2006). Neighborhoods that have higher 

vacancy and housing abandonment have higher crime or are perceived to have higher 

levels of crime. Spelman (1993) found that crime in blocks with abandoned houses were 

twice as high as similar ones without abandoned units. This has huge negative externality 

on surrounding neighborhoods and induce decline there. Just like individual households of 

certain income groups cluster, neighborhoods also starts clustering. A richer 
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neighborhood may exert positive externality over the adjoining poorer neighborhoods or 

may be faced with negative externality. The strength and direction of this externality 

determines the fate of the surrounding neighborhoods. These dynamics eventually result 

in much stronger and sustained segregation in terms of the desirability for new 

construction of housing. 

 

Racial Segregation 

The impact of race on neighborhood dynamics is similar to that of impact of wealth and 

income. This is because the African-American households constitute a huge part of low 

income households. Figure 2.3 elaborates on the impact of race on neighborhood 

dynamics and regional land-use change. When the percentage of African American 

households reaches a certain threshold, it is perceived as a negative signal by other 

households. This perception of the so called ‘tipping point’ or thresholds (Quercia & 

Galster, 2000) leads to exodus of white households, further strengthening the signal. 

This exodus is dealt in detail in Harris (1997) titled The Flight of Whites: A Multilevel 

Analysis of why Whites Move. It leads to exodus, increased vacancy and fall in property 

values. The lower property price attracts other of lower income and or African American 

households. If the neighborhood is very old, and many household have moved out, the 

infrastructure starts deteriorating creating further disincentives to move in. This process 

is spatially diffusive. At the regional level, it creates segregated neighborhoods and the 

children who grow up in such neighborhood tend to have less racial tolerance. When they 

grow up, they tend to choose more segregated locations, further strengthening 

segregation. New migrants into the region are ‘steered’ by real estate agents into 

segregated neighborhoods. High degree of fragmentation of local governments facilitates 

this segregation through discriminatory local policies leading to intra-regional mobility 

and thereby creating sprawl. 
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Figure 2.2: Wealth accumulation, temporal persistence and spatial clustering of poverty  

 

 Regional impacts 

The interconnectedness between regional disparities in income, education and housing 

segregation based on race and income is shown in Figure 2.4. Economic disparities lead 

to housing segregation due to differential location decision making process. Housing 

segregation leads to education disparity characterized by access to schools, job oriented 

programs and ability to pursue higher education. Differential access to opportunities  
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Figure 2.3: Neighborhood segregation, vacancy, urban decline and location of new 

construction 

 

further enhances the economic disparity. All these together constitute the regional socio-

economic disparities that affect the land-use change over time. 
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Figure 2.4: Interrelation between different regional inequalities 

 

It is difficult to incorporate all the complexities of socio-economic dynamics into land-use 

change models. Only those components that can endogenously be determined within the 

model are useful predictor of future land-use and can be shaped by the evolving pattern 

of urban growth. This is important to complete the feedback loop between social 

dynamics and land-use change. There are other important variables e.g. racial 

composition, schools quality, etc. which are critical to explain social dynamics. However, 

their future values are difficult to predict in models that do not distinguish between 

residential land-use based on racial composition of households. The next section presents 

exploratory data analysis of the observed social dynamics in the St. Louis region between 

1990 and 2000 for endogenously determined variables namely average household 

income, number of households, new construction and vacancy. The data analysis 

provides empirical support to the outcomes predicted by causal maps. 
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6. Social Dynamics and Land-use Change in St. Louis 

The relationship between the key variables affecting land-use change is studied using 

statistical exploratory data analysis (EDA) and exploratory spatial data analysis (ESDA) 

without assuming a priori structure of relationship among them. It is important to not 

impose prior structure in absence of a strong existing theory to explore the nature of 

relationships. EDA includes the use of descriptive statistical analysis (Tukey, 1977) and 

dynamically linked statistical graphics to interact with different views of the data 

(Cleveland, 1993; Buja, Cook, & Swayne, 1996). ESDA consists of methods to describe 

and visualize spatial data including identification of outliers, spatial autocorrelation, 

spatial regimes and other forms of spatial heterogeneity (Messner et al., 1999; Anselin, 

1998, 1999; Haining, 1990; Bailey & Gatrell, 1995). It includes but is not limited to 

univariate and bivariate global and local spatial autocorrelation analysis (Anselin, 1995, 

1996), multivariate exploratory space-time analysis (Anselin, Syabri, & Kho, 2006) 

including identification of spatial cluster and spatial outliers. 

 

The St. Louis region under study consists of five counties (Clinton, Jersey, Madison, 

Monroe and St. Clair) in the state of Illinois and five counties (City of St. Louis, St. Louis, 

St. Charles, Jefferson and Franklin) in the state of Missouri (Figure 2.5). The region 

approximately measures 120 miles in east west direction and about 90 miles in the north 

south direction. The Neighborhood Change Database (Tatian, 2002) provides census data 

reconfigured to make the aggregation consistent across 1990 and 2000 census 

boundaries and is available at the tract level. There are 515 tracts in the region, out of 

which three tracts were removed from the analysis. They had witnessed serious flood in 

early 1990’s leading to large scale migration of households and their inclusion would 

have biased the analysis as these migrations were not a results of regional social 

dynamics. The analysis was carried out using Geoda (Anselin, Syabri, & Kho, 2006) and 
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the R software for statistical analysis (R Development Core Team, 2004) with the spatial 

package spdep (Bivand et al., 2006). 

 

 

Figure 2.5: The ten counties in the St. Louis region 

 

Income 

The income inequality in the region is large and spatially persistent over time. The census 

tracts in the top 2% average household income group in 1990 continued to remain 

among the top 2% in 2000. Some tracts moved from the top quartile group in 1990 to 

second quartile in 2000 while some moved from the second quartile in 1990 to being 

among the top quartile in 20000. In the similar manner, some tracts have witnessed 

downward mobility from the third quartile in 1990 to fourth quartile in 2000 and vice 

versa. However, none of the tracts have dramatically moved between 1st and 3rd or 2nd 

and 4th quartile. This shows that there is both upward and downward mobility of average 

household income in tracts but there seems to be a lot of inertia with which the changes 
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are happening, and that the transitions are smooth. The correlation between average 

household incomes in the two periods was 0.94. In absolute terms, the richer tracts saw 

maximum increase in their average household income, but in terms of percentage 

increase in income over 1990, the distribution was more even (Figure 2.6). 

 

  

Figure 2.6. From left to right: Standardized scatter plots between Average household 

income (AvHHIn9) on the X axis and a) Average household income on 2000, b) Change 

of AvHHInc between 1990 and 2000, c) Percentage change in AvHHInc between 1990 

and 2000 on Y axis. 

 

Spatially, the richer and poor tracts witnessed more clustering with statistically significant 

spatial clusters expanding to include more neighboring tracts through a process of 

diffusion. The tracts with upwards mobility were mostly located in the regional periphery, 

while the tracts which witnessed downward mobility of income were located closer to the 

core. LISA (Local Indicators of Spatial Autocorrelation) maps (Figure 2.7) show a 

statistically significant cluster of tracts with high average income surrounded by other 

tracts with high income west of the city of St. Louis and in between interstates I-44 and 

I-70. Clusters of tracts with low household income surrounded by other tracts with low 

income are present in the tracts in the city of St. Louis and in the neighboring tracts in 

Illinois across the river. Both of these clusters have grown in geographical spread from 

1970 to 2000. Excluding the richest tracts in year 2000, the spatial autocorrelation 

coefficient (Morans I) have remain very stable during this period.  
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Figure 2.7: Tracts in red fill show statistically significant clusters with high average 

household income surrounded by other tracts with high income. Tracts in blue fill shows 

tracts with low average household income surrounded by other tracts with low income. 

Both these clusters have grown in geographical spread from 1970 to 2000 (clockwise 

from top, LISA maps for 1970, 1980, 1990 and 2000) 

 

Households 

Tracts that saw in-migration of households between 1990 and 2000 were located outside 

the regional core (Figure 2.8). Most of these tracts had witnessed gains during 1980 to 

1990 as well. Tracts that lost households during 1980-1990 and 1990-2000 were 

concentrated in the regional core. This shows a long and steady process of decline of the 

urban core. Surprisingly, some tracts that gained household during 1980’s lost many 

households during the 1990’s and all of them were located North West of the regional 

core. Further, there is a spatial cluster of tract that gained households in 1980’s and  lost 

them 1990’s returning to their 1980 level on the average. These were the tracts where 

the construction of new housing units was small in 1980’s and much below average in 

1990’s. They did not have any other remarkable feature indicating such a decline in 

terms of income, vacancy or school quality. 
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Tracts gaining households in both decades witnessed maximum new construction. 

Households were moving into the regional periphery while the tracts where they came 

from, located primarily in the core saw housing abandonment, loss of households and no 

new construction. Further, all the new construction was occurring in the periphery where 

densities were low. Low density was important for households to move in, but not 

sufficient, i.e., most of the gainers were low density tracts, but not all low density tracts 

gained. Similarly, most out-migration was happening from tracts that had higher 

densities. The tracts that gained households were the tracts with higher average 

household income in both decades suggesting that people with higher income had 

greater mobility and attracted other similar households.  

 

  

Figure 2.8: Tracts that gained households (highlighted in yellow) during the last two 

decades had very few vacancy, high average household income and low densities. There 

were all present in the regional periphery. 
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Vacancy 

The distribution of vacancy among census tracts is skewed with only few tracts with high 

vacancy clustered in the regional core (Figure 2.9). These tracts also have low average 

household income, fewer new constructions, and are surrounded by other tracts with 

high vacancy. They have witnessed large out-migration over the years. Tracts with low 

vacancy in 1980’s had most of new construction in 1990s, further bringing down their 

vacancy rates. They were relatively richer tracts. A small number of tracts that have 

moved from high vacancy to low vacancy between 1990 and 2000 witnessed more 

immigration. Tracts which had high vacancy over the years had higher housing 

abandonment and lower in-migration, and fewer new constructions.  

 

Figure 2.9: Clusters of high vacancy rates at the regional core, and that of low vacancy 

are located west of core. Places with high vacancy in both decades had very little new 

construction, were mainly poorer tracts and saw a lot of out migration of households. 

Bivariate LISA shows that vacancy and income were spatially clustered. 

 

Additional graphs are provided in Appendix A. 
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7. Conclusion 

By sequentially and independently estimating the amount of growth, the current 

generation of land-use change models fails to capture the full impact of social dynamics 

on additional new demand for housing. For example, between 1990 and 2000 in the St. 

Louis region, the number of households increased by 66,000 while 144,000 new housing 

units were constructed. This disproportionate growth in quantity of new housing is largely 

due to the social dynamics in the region and is not explained by economic models. Some 

of the other specific failures of models that fail to address social dynamics include not 

being able to account for intra-regional migration, hollowing out of urban core, increasing 

inequality and its associated impact on the total new housing construction in the region. 

Again in the case of St. Louis, the construction of 144,000 new units was accompanied 

with abandonment of 84,000 units, a phenomenon largely unrecognized in land-use 

change models.  

 

As a result, the land-use change models in absence of social dynamics fail to adequately 

respond to redevelopment policy and its full impacts to curb urban sprawl. Though 

substantial progress has been made on modeling social dynamics with explicitly 

recognizing the role of space, the interaction between agents and environment continue 

to occur in abstract space rather than on a landscape on which human activities take 

place. Further, there is a lack of an integrated theory of interaction among social agents, 

their environment and the land-use where these interactions take place.  

 

This chapter presents an integrated spatio-temporal framework to analyze the social 

dynamics in the region in order to better inform the models of land-use change. It 

develops a causal model as a first step towards creating a new driver for land-use 

change. The causal map provides a rich explanation of the various socio-economic 
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attributes that has shaped the region in its current form. In the absence of an established 

theoretical relationship between urban distress and the social fabric, only a reduced form 

model structure based on the causal mechanisms seems feasible. It will be reduced in 

the sense that even though we know the causal linkages between variables but the exact 

functional form of these relationships are not known. This chapter provides descriptive 

statistics, maps, dynamic spatial linking and brushing techniques in interactive computing 

environment to perform exploratory spatial data analysis to support some of the 

relationships presented in the causal maps which can be used to inform the reduced form 

model.  

 

There are a number of unresolved relationships that remain to be explored, race being 

one of the most important among them. It may be kept out of the purview of land-use 

change models for substantive and technical reasons. The racial composition of new 

households in the region is not known. To incorporate race, one will have to decompose 

households within a tract by racial groups and then separately model their residential 

choice behavior for each group. However, the residential choice behavior is not 

independently governed by race either. It depends on the age of the head of the 

householder, income group and household composition. We have very little theoretical 

understanding of dynamics at this level of detail and very little data to model such 

intricacies. The pay off to land-use change model, which is our objective, is also limited, 

compared to the efforts that would be needed to pursue such an endeavor. For details on 

race and its impact on urban structures, see papers by Brown and Chung (2006), Chen, 

Irwin, Jayaprakash, and Warren (2005), Charles (2003), Massey, and Denton (1993), 

Meyer (2000), Cutler, Glaeser, and Vigdor (1999), and Galster (1990, 1992). 
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CHAPTER 3: IMPLEMENTING SOCIAL DYNAMICS AS A 

DRIVER OF RESIDENTIAL LAND-USE CHANGE  

 

1. Introduction 

In addition to various economic factors, regional land-use change is shaped by social 

dynamics of income inequality, racial segregation, housing abandonment, intra-regional 

migration. These dynamics have been extensively studied in literature and the collective 

impact on urban change is well known. Sampson, Morenoff, and Gannon-Rowley (2002) 

present a details literature review on this issue.  

 

The current generation of land-use change models does not explicitly model social 

dynamics and, hence, faces several shortcomings. (See Briassoulis [2000] for a detailed 

review of land-use change models). These shortcomings include (a) ignoring the impact 

of social dynamics (e.g. spatial distribution of income inequality) on location of new 

housing units, (b) ignoring the impact of housing abandonment, which increases the 

demand for new housing units, and only using population projections as a proxy for 

demand, (c) ignoring differences among types of housing units (abandoned, vacant and 

occupied) and only focusing on locating generic households , (d) ignoring the 

interdependence between magnitude of growth and location of housing units, and only 

carrying out these steps sequentially, and (e) ignoring the role of land-use as a driver of 

social dynamics . These omissions result in underestimation of new housing construction, 

and failure to account for sprawl, intra-regional migration, regional imbalances and social 

externalities. This prevents planners and policy makers from fully understanding the 

impacts of various public policy and investment choices. 
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These issues and other aspects of the problem are discussed in detail in Chapter 2 where 

a framework is proposed for modeling social dynamics as a driver of land-use change. 

This chapter describes an implementation of the proposed framework within the Land-use 

Evolution and impact Assessment Model (LEAM). (LEAM is briefly described in Chapter 1; 

for more details see Deal and Pallathucheril [2008].) As seen in Figure 3.1, LEAM uses a 

regional economic model to drive the demand for land over time. This demand for land is 

met by locating land-use change in space using a discrete choice framework that 

combines input from various spatial sub-models.  

 

 

Figure 3.1: Structure of LEAM. Proposed links and components are shown in red dotted 

lines. 
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Linkages introduced in the study described in this chapter are shown in red dotted lines. 

A new driver is introduced that implements social dynamics and has three effects: it 

alters development probability in a grid cell; it computes a probability of decline; and it 

modifies the regional demand for residential land use. Development probabilities for new 

construction, which are driven by social dynamics, are computed at the census tract level 

and assigned to all grid cells in the tract. Probabilities are separately computed for 

housing abandonment and vacancy. Regional demand for new construction of housing 

units reflects demand due to new households as well as (a) loss of housing stock due to 

abandonment and transformation of land-use from residential to commercial use and (b) 

intra-regional migration. 

 

This study, therefore, aims to better link the regional economy, social dynamics, and 

land-use change. These development probabilities are useful in multiple ways within a 

land-use change models. Together with the traditional drivers of land use change these 

probabilities can be used to more realistically calculate overall development probabilities. 

As a result, they can alter the location choice of households, the attractiveness of a place 

for new construction, and capture the negative spatio-temporal externalities that lead to 

decline. They also provide feedback to the other sub-models. In the transportation 

model, for instance, they can be used to estimate travel demand more precisely by 

differentiating between abandoned, vacant and occupied units.  

 

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a framework for modeling social 

dynamics, the main components of social dynamics, and their expected behavior. Section 

3 describes the model specification, estimation process and presents a discussion of the 

results. Section 4 provides a framework for forecasting decline and development 

probabilities and its integration with LEAM. Section 5 concludes the chapter by 

summarizing the key points
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2. Framework for Modeling Social Dynamics 

The broad structure of the model is presented in Figure 3.2. The regional social fabric—

defined by variables like school quality, crime, income, race, etc. — interacts with 

regional land-use (new construction, occupied, vacant and abandoned housing units). 

The outcomes of these interactions are constrained by regional economic parameters and 

vice versa.  

 

 

Figure 3.2: Broad Structure of the Social Dynamics Model 

 

Figure 3.3 is a condensed causal map using discussions in Chapter 2 as a starting point. 

The encircled variables are those that are affected by spatial, temporal and spatio-

temporal lags. Key variables, the values and spatial distribution of which are forecasted, 

include average household income, number of households, new construction, vacancy 

rate and housing abandonment. The main hypothesis is summarized as follows. Richer 

tracts continue to be rich over years and being surrounded by richer tracts has positive 

spillover effects. Tracts with more new construction normally see their average income 

increase. This is partly due to the fact that higher income household have more mobility. 

Tracts with high densities tend to particularly repel richer households and thus, their 
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income levels decrease over time. There is sustained growth in lower density tracts. 

Changes in number of households in a tract are gradual and persistent like that of 

average household income. Households tend to move out of tracts with high housing 

abandonment, higher vacancies and poor schools, signaling these as indicators of 

distress. They also tend to move into tracts with more new construction, which occurs 

more in tracts with low vacancies, low housing abandonment and high income. This is 

because relatively poor households tend to move into houses vacated by richer 

households in the filtering process. Vacancy rates are lower in higher income tracts while 

higher in tracts with high vacancy and housing abandonment in the previous period.  

 

 

Figure 3.3: Mechanisms affecting location of new households and vacancy. Model outputs 

are highlighted in bold letters   

 

Data on crime is not available at the tract level. It is either available at county level 

which is too large a geographic scope or at the level of places (as defined in census) 
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which does not cover the entire region. However, the impact of crime can still be 

captured by spatially autocorrelated errors in the model specification, given that crime 

and its perception are spatially diffusive in nature. 

 

Even though race is a very important driver for change in the neighborhood, it has not 

been included in this study for substantive and technical reasons. Land-use change 

models treat all households as homogenous and do not differentiate households by race. 

To incorporate race, one will have to decompose households within a tract by racial 

groups and then separately model the residential choice behavior for each group. But 

residential choice behavior is not independently governed by race. It also depends on the 

age of the head of the householder, income group and household composition. We have 

very little theoretical understanding of dynamics at this level of detail and very little data 

to model such intricacies. The racial composition of new households in a region is not 

known. But race is strongly correlated with income and some of its impact may be 

captured through income linkages with other social variables. 

 

Data 

Data used to estimate the model is taken from the Neighborhood Change Database for 

years 1980, 1990 and 2000 (Tatian, 2002) which provides geographically consistent 

census data at tract level for different time periods. There are a total of 518 tracts in the 

region, of which 3 were excluded from the analysis as they suffered from heavy floods in 

early 1990s leading to mass out-migration of households. Summary statistics of the data 

are presented in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: Summary Statistics 

 

Housing abandonment is not reported in any database and thus is estimated in the 

model. It mostly consists of units that were part of the housing stock in the previous 

period and not reported in the current period. Some of these may have either been 

converted into other land-use or are left unclaimed. Housing abandonment is estimated 

as the difference between magnitude of new construction and change in housing stock. 

For example, if there is no new construction and the reported housing units in a tract 

decreased by 100 units, then we could assume that 100 units were abandoned. Similarly, 

if there are 500 new units constructed, while the housing stock increased by only 450, 

then we could assume that 50 units were abandoned. When units are abandoned in a 

tract, it creates negative externalities in the next period and creates disincentives for 

residents to continue living there.  

 

Endogenous Variables           

 

Average 
Household 

Income, 2000 

Number of 
Households, 

2000 

New 
Construction, 

1990-2000 

Vacancy Ratio, 
2000 

Density, 2000 Change in # HH, 
1990-2000 

 

  AVHHIN0 NUMHHS0 BLTYR0 PVACHU0 DENSITY0 DHH0  

Min.    12.840 0.025 0.000 0.000 0.010 -1.094  

 1st Qu. 39.280 1.211 0.026 0.035 1.320 -0.077  

 Median  50.310 1.851 0.114 0.056 3.944 0.041  

 Mean    54.790 1.923 0.281 0.084 4.974 0.129  

 3rd Qu. 63.560 2.594 0.394 0.104 7.022 0.252  

 Max.    219.950 5.082 2.296 0.389 36.245 2.181  

 thousand $ thousand units thousand units   thousand units  

Exogenous Variables           

 

Average 
Household 

Income, 1990 

Number of 
Households, 

1990 

New 
Construction, 

1980-1990 

Vacancy Ratio, 
1990 

Percent High 
School Dropout, 

1990 

Abandoned 
Units, 1990 

Abandonment 
Ratio, 1990 

  AVHHIN9 NUMHHS9 BLTYR9 PVACHU9 HSDROP9 ABHU9 ABHUR9A 

Min.    8.130 0.018 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 1st Qu. 27.710 1.168 0.049 0.042 4.600 0.042 0.026 

 Median  35.430 1.733 0.222 0.058 9.680 0.092 0.069 

 Mean    38.070 1.793 0.323 0.085 11.820 0.123 0.094 

 3rd Qu. 45.070 2.393 0.480 0.105 16.190 0.163 0.128 

 Max.    158.870 5.017 2.409 0.359 67.960 1.202 0.660 

 thousand $ thousand units thousand units   thousand units  
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3. Social Dynamics Model 

Specification 

The nature of the problem at hand demands explicit handling of the spatial structure of 

data and that of urban dynamics in two ways. First, the variables in a tract are spatially 

correlated with its neighbors. This is because the processes in social dynamics have 

spatial spillovers through externalities and diffusion, e.g., being surrounded by tracts 

with high housing abandonment makes it more likely for a tract to witness abandonment. 

Second, the disturbance structure in the specification for each endogenous variable can 

be spatially correlated in cross section and across equations. This may happen due to 

omitted variables like crime which is spatially diffusive in nature, or due to special 

circumstances in some tracts (like the presence of a brownfield) which may affect 

surrounding tracts. Further, the data collected at tract level (which is an artificially 

imposed political boundary) is different from the spatial geography at which urban 

dynamics occur, creating the problem of ecological fallacy and thus spatial dependence in 

error structure.  

 

In the absence of an established theoretical relationship between urban distress and the 

social fabric, a reduced form model structure based on the causal mechanisms as 

described in Chapter 2 is used. It is reduced in the sense that even though the causal 

linkages between variables are known the exact functional form of these relationships is 

not known. 

 

The social dynamics from Figure 3.3 is modeled using a system of m simultaneous 

equations with one equation for each endogenous variable and spatially correlated 

disturbance. Each of these equations is specified in an autoregressive framework with the 

spatial and temporal lags of endogenous variables including that of the dependent 
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variable appearing on the right hand side of each equation. A typical equation (e.g., ith 

variable in period t) in the model has the following structure.  

, , ., ,. ,

, , 1.. ,,

( )

, cov( )

i t j i t t k i t

i t i t j m ti t

Y Y W Y h X u

u W u

  

  





   

   

 ..(1) 

Where, ,i tY  is the ith endogenous variable at time t. The first term ,j i tY   represents the 

impact of other endogenous variables that contemporaneously determine the behavior of 

the ith dependent variable. For example, if we consider the average household income as 

the ith variable, it is contemporaneously determined by the change in number of 

households or density in a tract. The term .,tW Y  represents the spatial lag of Y ’s (the 

average value of the variable in the neighboring tracts with the neighborhood structure 

defined by matrix W) at time t. The spatial lag of endogenous variables in the current 

period accounts for the neighborhood effect of these variables in jointly determining the 

state of these variables. For example, income in a tract is dependent on the average 

income and vacancy in surrounding tracts in the current period. Here one should be 

cautious to interpret that other variables don’t change the income of households living in 

a tracts but affect the migration decisions of households in certain income groups leading 

to changes in the average income.  

 

,.( )kh X  is a function of exogenous variables including policy variables and other time 

invariant characteristics of the tract. It includes the spatio-temporal lag of variable, e.g. 

the average income of surrounding tracts in previous period. It also includes some 

function of the lagged value of dependent variables ., 1( )tg Y  , e.g., income in the previous 

year or vacancy in the previous year. Functions g and h are assumed to be linear in 
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absence of any theoretical reasons to choose otherwise or is guessed using exploratory 

data in ways that are consistent with the underlying causal mechanisms. , ,    are 

vector of corresponding coefficients which are estimated using the feasible generalized 

spatial three stage least square (FGS3SLS) method based on the methods of moments 

estimator as proposed in Kelejian and Prucha (2004). 

 

This system of equations can be seen as a spatial extension to ‘neighborhood ecology 

models’ in concept and an extension to the widely used single equation model of Cliff and 

Ord (1973, 1981) in terms of econometric specification. Each of the i equations in (1) can 

be compressed and written in matrix notation corresponding to Kelejian and Prucha 

(2004) as follow.  

 

 
nnnnn UYCXBYY    ..(2) 

with ),.....,(),.....,(),.....,( ,,2,1,,2,1,,2,1 nmnnnnknnnnmnnn uuuUxxxXyyyY   

mjnjnnnmnmnnn ,...,1),.....,( ,,,,2,1
 yWyyyyY  

 

where, 
nj ,y is the n×1 vector of cross sectional observations on each of the dependent 

variables. Since the model is conditional on the realized value of 
nj ,y  in the previous 

period, the temporally lagged endogenous variables are treated as given and forms a 

component of vector 
nj ,x . 

nj ,u  is the n×1 disturbance vector in the jth  equation, 
nW  is 

an n × n row standardized weights matrix of known constants, and B ,C , and  are 

correspondingly defined parameter matrices of dimension m×m, k ×m and m×m 

respectively. The spillovers in endogenous variables and spatial correlation of disturbance 

terms are modeled as follow. The vector njnnj ,, .yWy  models the spatial spillover of 
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endogenous variable, often referred to as the spatial lag of
nj ,y . Its rth element 

represents the average of the values of y in the neighborhood of r. The error terms are 

assumed to be generated by the following spatially autoregressive process 

 

nnn ERUU   ..(3) 

with )(),.....,( 1,,2,1 j

m

jnmnnn diag   RE  

mjnjnnjnmnnn ,...,1,),.....,( ,,,,2,1  uWuuuuU  

where, 
nj , is the n × 1 vector of disturbances, 

j  is the spatial autoregressive 

parameter in the jth equation. The vector n,1u  is defined analogous to the spatial lag 

variable 
nj ,y . The disturbances are not only assumed to be spatially correlated across 

space but also across equations. 

 

Estimation 

Conventional estimators like the maximum likelihood estimator are difficult to compute 

for the model defined in equations (2) and (3) as it involves calculation of Eigen values of 

large matrices in situations where the roots are not guaranteed to be real. Thus, for 

reasons of computational simplicity and without the foreseeable risk of losing any 

information, a generalized method of moments estimator proposed by Kelejian and 

Prucha (2004) and referred to as limited information Feasible Generalized Spatial Two 

Stage Least Squares procedure (FGS2SLS) and full information Feasible Generalized 

Spatial Three Stage Least Square (FGS3SLS) estimators are used. These estimators are 

asymptotically efficient and easier to compute relative to the maximum likelihood 

estimator. The consistent estimate of the spatial autocorrelation of the error terms in 

each equation is obtained by imposing three moment conditions on the error terms
j  in 

each equation. However, this methodology does not give the standard error of estimate 
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for the spatial dependence parameter of the error terms. Nevertheless, the estimates are 

consistent and asymptotically efficient (Kelejian & Prucha, 1999).  

 

An important issue in estimation is the choice of the weight matrix which defines the 

neighborhood structure of tracts. It is usually assumed to be known a priori, or is based 

on ad hoc considerations. Two alternative definitions of weight matrices were considered, 

namely (a) a single weight matrix for the whole region, and (b) separate weight matrix 

for the east and west parts of the region as they belong to different states. These were 

computed from contiguity based relationships. The latter option was chosen as it does 

not allow for spatial spillovers across the river that divides the region in two parts and 

allows greater flexibility in modeling. A more generalized option to be considered may 

include distance between two spatial units or length of shared border (Cliff & Ord, 1973, 

1981) but this option was not pursued in this study.  

 

Results 

The model described in equations (2) and (3) is estimated using the FGS2SLS and 

FGS3SLS estimators and the results are presented in Table 3.2. The parameter estimates 

were almost identical from the two estimates but, the latter had smaller standard errors 

for most of the coefficients. It also had a marginal improvement in goodness of fit. For 

estimation purposes, the minimum values of some variables were capped to 0.01 where 

an inverse of the variable was needed. Diagnostics for presence of spatial 

autocorrelation, spatial regimes and heteroskedasticity in residuals was performed for 

each equation (Anselin, 2002; Anselin & Bera, 1998). Some of the model diagnostic 

results are graphically presented in Appendix B. The model results are explained below.
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Table 3.2: Model Estimation Results

Dependent Average HH Inc Exp Sign GS2SLS s.e. t-stat GS3SLS s.e. t-stat 

Endogenous DENSITY0 - -0.117 0.083 -1.406 -0.114 0.082 -1.392 

 BLTYR0 + 6.908 1.689 4.090 6.641 1.674 3.966 

            

Exogenous AVHHIN9 + 1.296 0.025 52.287 1.298 0.024 53.176 

 1/ABHU9 + 0.036 0.023 1.514 0.047 0.023 2.006 

            

Spatial Lags Dependent Variable + 0.055 0.021 2.646 0.052 0.021 2.520 

  Error  0.090     0.090     

Squared correlation  0.900   0.900   

         

Dependent Number of Households Exp Sign GS2SLS s.e. t-stat GS3SLS s.e. t-stat 

Endogenous BLTYR0 + 0.894 0.042 21.532 0.918 0.039 23.290 

            

Exogenous c  -0.281 0.039 -7.128 -0.257 0.038 -6.847 

 AVHHIN9 + 0.002 0.001 2.993 0.002 0.001 2.737 

 NUMHHS9 + 0.973 0.013 73.150 0.975 0.012 78.177 

 1/HSDROP9 + 0.003 0.001 1.772 0.002 0.001 1.640 

            

Spatial Lags Dependent Variable + 0.053 0.020 2.682 0.043 0.018 2.358 

  Error  0.050     0.050     

Squared correlation  0.959   0.961   

         

Dependent New Construction Exp Sign GS2SLS s.e. t-stat GS3SLS s.e. t-stat 

Endogenous DHH0 + 0.584 0.050 11.674 0.678 0.047 14.307 

 PVACHU0 + 0.669 0.358 1.869 0.983 0.327 3.009 

            

Exogenous BLTYR9 + 0.320 0.029 11.110 0.278 0.027 10.169 

 PVACHU9 - -0.152 0.374 -0.408 -0.467 0.340 -1.376 

            

Spatial Lags Dependent Variable + 0.225 0.036 6.192 0.216 0.034 6.414 

  Error  -0.182     -0.182     

Squared correlation  0.844   0.850   

         

Dependent Vacancy Rate Exp Sign GS2SLS s.e. t-stat GS3SLS s.e. t-stat 

Endogenous AVHHIN0 - 0.0001 0.000 -2.617 -0.0002 0.000 -2.785 

 DHH0 - -0.0310 0.008 -3.723 -0.0272 0.008 -3.256 

            

Exogenous 1/AVHHIN9 + 0.0003 0.000 1.668 0.0004 0.000 1.728 

 1/BLTYR9 + 0.0002 0.000 2.282 0.0003 0.000 2.635 

 ABHUR9 + 0.0765 0.027 2.850 0.0684 0.027 2.552 

 PVACHU9 + 0.6068 0.047 12.995 0.6021 0.047 12.933 

            

Spatial Lags Dependent Variable + 0.2569 0.041 6.220 0.2552 0.041 6.192 

  Error  0.0500     0.0500     

Squared correlation  0.796   0.793   
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Average household income increased in tracts with larger numbers of new housing units. 

Higher density was correlated with decreasing income, but its effects were statistically 

insignificant. Income in a tract was highly correlated with its past values and current 

values in neighboring tracts. This shows a strong spatio-temporal persistence and 

propagation of income patterns in the region. Housing abandonment was inversely 

related to income. Impact of vacancy and school quality were not significant and were 

excluded. This may be because these effects were indirectly accounted for through new 

construction and income in surrounding tracts and income in the previous period. 

 

The number of households in tracts increased with new construction. Tracts with higher 

income in previous period saw more in-migration of households and tracts with better 

school performances attracted more households, though the effect of better schools was 

only marginally significant. Surprisingly, school quality did not achieve significance in any 

regression and this may be attributed to the poor quality of the school data. Like income, 

household dynamics in each tract too had significant spatio-temporal propagation and 

persistence. 

 

New construction and in-migration of households occurred simultaneously in tracts. The 

new constructions were associated with the increase in vacancy in the current period 

probably reflecting the delay between construction and occupation. It was more in tracts 

which had higher new construction in the previous decade indicating that growing tracts 

continued to attract growth. New construction in neighboring tracts had positive 

spillovers on a tract making it attractive for development. However, the growth was 

deterred in tracts which had more vacancies in the previous period as they were 

considered less attractive for households to move in. 
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Vacancy rates were lower in tracts with higher income and larger in-migration. It 

increased with out-migration of households and led to conditions more prone for decline. 

It was higher in tracts which had lower income, lower construction, higher vacancy and 

higher housing abandonment in the previous decade, implying these to be major 

repellants of households. Vacancy in surrounding tracts also created vacancy possibly 

due to spatial autocorrelation among other factors of distress.  

 

Housing abandonment was derived from these equations as the difference between 

magnitude of new construction and change in housing stock. The results show significant 

concentration of abandoned housing units in the urban core (Figure 3.5) especially in the 

tracts that had high vacancy in the previous period and those that witnessed maximum 

out migration. This result is heartening because even though the housing abandonment 

was not explicitly modeled, its spatio-temporal dynamics were captured in the reduced 

form model. 

 

It seems reasonable that construction of new housing units in a tract would lead to 

increase in average income, attract more households and reduce housing abandonment 

in the same decade and leading to decrease vacancy, attraction of new construction in 

the next decade. This has strong policy implications for positive intervention in tracts 

facing decline.  

 

Generating Macro Control Totals Endogenously 

Once the model is estimated, it is used to predict the future values of endogenous 

variables at the tract level consistent with regional forecasts of number of households 

and average household income from the economic driver model. To achieve this, an 

objective function (Equation 4) is set up to minimize the deviation of the sum of 

forecasted values at tract level and the regional aggregate from economic model. 
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Currently equal weights are given to deviations of forecasted income and number of 

households from the predictions from the regional economic model. 

 

22

,
)).(()(min econ

n

nnecon

n

n
IncHH

IncAvgHHIncNHHNHHNHH     ..(4) 

Subject to 

nnnnn  ˆˆˆ YCXBYY  

 

where, 
econecon IncandHH are the predictions for the total number of households and 

total personal income respectively from the regional economic model,
nNHH  and 

nAvgHHInc  represents the number of households and the average household income in 

tract n. The constraints are the set of equations estimated using FGS3SLS. However, 

instead of having each equation as strict equality, a margin of error in each equation is 

permitted within the standard error of regression obtained from the estimates of each 

equation. Further, non-negative constraints are imposed on number of new construction 

and other variables as deemed necessary. The solution of the minimization problem as 

stated in equation 4 then (a) endogenously determines the magnitude and location of 

new construction, housing abandonment, vacancy etc. consistent with the regional 

increase in household and income growth and (b) provides growth, housing 

abandonment and vacancy maps to inform the land-use change.  

 

4. Integration with Land-use Change Model 

Figure 3.4 shows the probability of development attractiveness resulting from 

conventional drivers of land-use change, and projected values of changes in number of 

households, housing abandonment and vacancy in each tract. Development 
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attractiveness resulting from conventional drivers such as access to jobs shows that the 

regional core has a high probability of growth. However, the prediction of household 

behavior in response to housing abandonment and vacancy reveals its unfavorable 

position. The relative tradeoff between these two opposite forces would eventually 

determine the pattern of land-use change in the region. 

 

The total demand for housing units and the regional income is usually derived from the 

regional economic model. Using the model described in the previous sections, the land-

use and spatial distribution of income, vacancy, housing abandonment, etc. can now be 

used to determine the total demand for housing, along with the input from the regional 

economic model. This will account for new housing constructions needed to accommodate 

the new households as well additional demand generated through intra-regional 

migration, vacancy and housing abandonment. This proposed mechanism of integration 

with land-use change model is graphically depicted in Figure 3.5. 

 

In the proposed framework, the single residential land-use category is disaggregated into 

occupied, vacant, abandoned and new housing units. This is because each of these 

categories has different effect on its neighbors in terms of attracting or repelling growth. 

New units may be attractors for growth while abandoned units repel growth. The spatial 

distribution of new construction, vacancy and housing abandonment are then used in 

conjunction with other drivers of land-use change like accessibility to job, amenities, 

environmental resources, geographical characteristics, etc. to determine the final location 

of new housing units and households in the region (Figure 3.5). The new land-use thus 

generated is used as an input for subsequent years and the cycle is repeated. 
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Figure 3.4: clockwise from top left. (a) Development attractiveness computed from travel 

time to employment centers in St. Louis region. Areas marked in red are more attractive 

than those in blue due to shorter travel time to employment centers shown in circles. (b) 

Projected change in number of households in 2010. Dark red tracts the biggest losers of 

households while dark green tracts are the biggest gainers. (c) Projected location of 

vacant housing units in 2010, mostly concentrated in the regional core. (d) Projected 

location of housing abandonment in 2010, mostly concentrated in the regional core 

 

5. Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrates how the impact of urban distress (as measured by school 

quality, income disparity, vacant and abandoned housing units) can be incorporated 

within the land-use change models to predict the location, type and magnitude of land-

use change. Changes in land use in turn affect measures of urban distress. The enhanced 

model predicts magnitude and location of new housing units and the behavior of 

households in response to spatial variations in the conditions of the social fabric. The 
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model structure is flexible and allows us to incorporate and evaluate the impacts of 

alternative scenarios. Some of the possible scenarios planning exercise using this 

enhance model include evaluating the impacts of improving the school quality, promoting 

construction of new housing units, providing targeted income generating activities, etc. in 

distress parts of the region. 

 

 

Figure 3.5: Proposed flow of information in an integrated model 
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Dashed red lines show links to be implemented in the future 
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An important point made in this chapter is that population and economic growth are not 

the only determinants of the number of new housing units constructed in a region. In 

region after region, a small increase in population has been associated with a large 

amount of new housing units through vacancy and abandonment of housing units. 

Sprawl, largely caused by declining urban core and intra-regional migration, leads to 

more residential growth in the periphery than is needed to accommodate the increase in 

the number of households. The amount of new residential development depends on the 

amount and intensity of urban distress in addition to conventional determinants like 

interest rates, economic growth, etc. Further, the location of these new households is not 

merely based on normative concepts of optimizing travel time to work or maintaining 

job-housing ratios but also on perceptions held by households of the social environment. 

This point has been largely ignored in the literature on land-use change and addressing it 

was the precise aim of this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4: PERFORMANCE OF THE FGS3SLS 

ESTIMATOR IN SMALL SAMPLES - A MONTE CARLO 

STUDY 

1. Introduction  

The modeling of spatial processes has attained a mainstream position in social sciences 

(Goodchild, Anselin, Appelbaum, & Harthorn, 2000). In the simplest cases, the variables 

of interest are spatially correlated with their neighbors and with other variables. As we 

move from one variable to a system of variables, modeling the spatial interactions gets 

complex. The complexity further increases as the randomness too gets correlated 

spatially and across equations. Modeling the strength of spatial interactions and 

externalities requires the specification and estimation of spatial econometric models. 

However, the available estimators (Anselin, 1988; Case, 1991; Case, Rosen and Hines, 

1993) lack methodological sophistication and computational simplicity to accurately 

estimate simultaneous systems with spatial autoregressive dependent variables and 

spatially interrelated cross sectional equations. They are often based on quasi maximum 

likelihood procedures and might not have feasible solutions in medium to large samples. 

Further, they are designed for single equation frameworks. See Kelejian and Prucha 

(1999) for a discussion on this issue. 

 

To estimate models for such processes, Kelejian and Prucha (2004) proposed the limited 

information Feasible Generalized Spatial Two Stage (FGS2SLS) and full information 

Feasible Generalized Three Stage Estimators (FGS3SLS).  These estimators are based on 

generalized methods of moments using approximation of optimal instruments, and thus 

are computationally simple. Kelejian and Prucha show that the estimators are consistent 

and asymptotically normal. Some of the applied examples of this estimator include 
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Ngeleza, Florax, and Masters (2006) to determine the geographical and institutional 

determinants of real income, Driffield (2006) for modeling spatial spillovers of foreign 

direct investment, Fishback, Horrace, and Kantor (2006) for modeling the impact of New 

Deal expenditures on mobility during the great depression. 

 

It is important to understand how this estimator behaves in applied works given its 

relevance to estimate many of the complex spatial processes which were largely ignored 

so far. However, our understanding of this estimator is at best, rudimentary. The number 

of published works using this estimator is relatively few, and only its asymptotic 

properties have been established so far. In absence of very large samples as is the case 

in most applied works, it is difficult to interpret the results with confidence based on 

asymptotic results only. 

 

One alternative to employ in a situation such as this is to use finite sample 

approximations or asymptotic expansions. However, these approximations tend to be 

very complex, the results difficult to interpret and the computations very advanced. 

Some early work on this topic is summarized in Philips (1983) and Rothenberg (1984). In 

contrast, the method of Monte Carlo replaces the skills needed in asymptotic 

approximations by relying on computational power of computers. Here, the properties of 

the parameters of interest are studied through a series of stochastic simulations and their 

statistics are analyzed (Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993). 

 

This chapter investigates the performance of the FGS3SLS estimator for a system of 

simultaneous equations, with spatial autoregressive dependent variables and spatially 

autocorrelated error structures using Monte Carlo experiments. Performance is measured 

by its ability to estimate parameters of the model and sensitivity of the results to varying 

degree of spatial dependences, choice of spatial weight matrix, sample size and variance 
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covariance matrices. The chapter concludes by emphasizing the need for further studies 

on the subject to increase our understanding of the estimator’s behavior in applied work. 

 

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 sets up the model used for the 

study. Section 3 briefly describes the estimator and section 4 describes the experiment 

design.  The results of simulation exercise are presented in section 5. Section 6 

summarizes the main findings and concludes the study with direction for future research.  

 

2. Model Structure 

The performance of the FGS3SLS estimator was tested using a model specification 

closely resembling the structure of the model used in Chapter 3 to analyze the regional 

social dynamics and its impacts on Land-use change.  The model used here consists of a 

system of simultaneous equations with two endogenous variables, their spatial and 

temporal lags and two exogenous variables. The spatial lag of the dependent variable is 

treated as endogenous while the temporal lag is considered as predetermined, since the 

model is conditioned on past values of dependent variable. The disturbances are 

assumed to be correlated across space and across different equations. This form of model 

allows (a) capturing spatial processes like diffusion across space, (b) address problems of 

ecological fallacy or presence of some local conditions leading to spatially correlated error 

structure, and (c) correlation between two spatial processes. Further, the specification 

allows forecasting of the value of dependent variables conditional on its own past values, 

and other exogenous variables after accounting for the underlying spatial processes.  

 

Let 
1y  represent percent abandoned housing units in a census tract and 

2y  represent net 

in-migration of households. Equation 1 states that percent abandoned units 
1y  depend 
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on - magnitude of net in-migration of households (
2y ) and percent housing 

abandonment in neighboring tracts (
1Wy ) in the current period; percent housing 

abandonment in the previous period (
1x ); distance from interstate (

3x ); and a random 

component (
1u ). Simultaneously, the net in-migration of households is endogenous and 

depends on percent of units abandoned since higher housing abandonment tends to repel 

more households from the region. According to the equation (2), the magnitude of net in 

migration of households (
2y ) in a tract depends on - percent housing abandonment (

1y ) 

and net in migration of households in the neighboring tracts (
2Wy ) in the current period; 

lagged values of net in-migration (
2x ); the condition of infrastructure (

4x ); and a 

random component
2u . Thus, housing abandonment and net in migration of households 

are jointly determined. Note that 
3x  is treated as fixed over time while 

4x  is time 

dependent but still exogenous. 

 

1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1

2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 2

..(1)

..(2)

y y W y x x u

y y W y x x u

   

   

    

    
 

 

where, , ( 1,2)iy i  represents the endogenous variables we are interested to forecast. 

i iW y ’s are the spatially lagged dependent variables with the spatial lag parameter
i . 

iW  

is the row standardized weight matrix of known constants describing the neighborhood 

structure of observations. 
1x and 

2x are the temporally lagged values of dependent 

variable 
1y and 

2y  respectively, 
3x  and 

4x  are the exogenously determined variables 

whose values either remain fixed throughout the simulation or are known a priori. 
1u  and 

2u  represent the stochastic component of the model whose behavior is elaborated below. 
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The disturbance vectors 
1u  and 

2u  in equations (1) and (2) are assumed to be correlated 

across space and across equations. The spatial geography at which the social dynamics 

are occurring is different from the administrative geography of census tracts. The 

aggregation of data at tract level leads to correlation of disturbances across tracts. 

Further any randomness affecting housing abandonment and change in number of 

households may be correlated. Thus, the current specification allows for randomness that 

is also correlated across equations. 

 

1 1 3 1 1

2 2 4 2 2

2

1 12

1 2 2

21 2

..(3)

..(4)

( , ) ..(5)

u W u

u W u

with Cov

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
    

 

 

 

Equations (3) and (4) characterize the correlation across space where 
3 1W u and 

4 2W u  are 

average value of error terms in the neighboring locations, and 
1  and 

2  depict the 

degree of spatial correlation of the error terms. 
1  and 

2  are non-spatially correlated 

disturbances but are correlated across equations with the variance covariance matrix   

(equation 5). This completes specification of the hypothetical model. 

 

Generalized form 

For brevity, the model system represented in equations (1) to (5) can be rewritten in 

matrix notation as  
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, . . . ..(7)a a b bor BY T X T X U    

where,  1 2,Y y y  is a vector of endogenous variables,  1 2,aX x x  is a vector of 

temporally lagged endogenous variable Y,  3 4,bX x x  is a vector of exogenous 

variables and 
nI is an identity matrix of dimension  n.  B, 

aT  and 
bT  represents the 

coefficient associated with these variables in equation (6).  1 2,U u u  represent the 

vector of disturbance terms. The estimator is described in Appendix C. 

 

3. Monte Carlo Experiments 

With the model structure in place, designing the Monte Carlo experiment consists of 

three additional parts, namely defining the parameter settings; generating the spatio-

temporal array of synthetic data for different variables consistent with the underlying 

spatial process; and designing the simulations to reduce errors due to randomization and 

analysis of alternative scenarios. Each of these steps is elaborated below.  

 

Parameter settings 

This section assigns values to the parameters used in the model specified in equations 

(1) through (5) including the values of all the coefficients, the variance covariance matrix 

of disturbance terms, the weight matrix and the spatial dependence parameters. 

 

The parameter settings for the model are defined as follow 
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1 2 1 2 3 40.3, 0.7, 2.0, 2.5 2.5, 2.0              

The following two alternative forms of the variance covariance matrix   are used: 

 

1 =  
900 450

450 900

 
 
 

    and    
2 = 

3000 2500

2500 4000

 
 
 

 

 

In the first case, 
1 2   and the correlation between error terms 

1 2 12 1 2( , ) /corr       

is 0.50. In the second case, 
1 2   and the correlation between error terms is -0.72. 

This corresponds to an average R2 value of roughly 0.75 and 0.6 respectively, where R2 is 

defined as the average squared correlation coefficient (Carter & Nagar, 1977) between yi 

and the mean value of yi as explained by the model in different experiments. The 

parameters for spatial lag of dependent variable and for spatial autocorrelation in error 

terms {
i ,

i } include all possible combinations from the set {-0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2, 0, 

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} in different experiments for each choice of  . For clarity of the 

exposition, I assume a common neighborhood structure
1 2 3 4( )W W W W W    , 

1 2   

and
1 2  . It should be noted that in applications, this is not the case. Weight matrices 

for different variables will take different specifications depending on the nature of spatial 

processes that influence them. However, there is no loss of generality by using the same 

weight matrix for different process for the Monte Carlo experiments. 

 

I consider three samples sizes of 100, 250 and 500 observations each. For each sample 

size, two different weight matrices are considered. The specification of W closely follows 

the weigh matrix described in Kelejian and Prucha (1999) and Das, Kelejian, and Prucha 

(2003). These matrices differ in the degree of sparseness.  For the first specification, a 

hypothetical circular world is considered where each observation (
iy  and

iu ) is related to 
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exactly one neighbor immediately before it and one neighbor immediately after it. Thus, 

the ith row of W has non-zero entities only in i-1 and i+1 column, for each i = 2, 3…. (n-

1). For the first row, the non-zero elements are in the 2nd and nth column while for the 

last row, the non-zero elements are in the n-1th and 1st column. Further, the matrix W is 

row standardized such that sum of elements in each row =1. This matrix is termed as 

“one ahead and one behind”. The second matrix is analogously defined as “three ahead 

and three behind” where each observation is related to exactly three other observations 

behind and ahead of it. Thus, the average number of neighbors in the first matrix is 2 

while in the second matrix is 6. Kelejian and Prucha reports that the results from 

hypothetical weight matrices and “real world” weight matrices are similar. I conjecture 

similar implications in this case. 

 

Generating Synthetic Data 

A dataset which is a realization of the spatial process under study is needed for purpose 

of estimation. It should be a generated from interdependencies between variables, 

random components and the spatial interactions between them as specified in the model 

structure. For each scenario, a different dataset is generated influenced by the parameter 

settings, nature and strength of spatial dependence, variance-covariance structure and 

sample size. It is ensured that the variation in results of different scenarios only reflects 

the changes in the scenarios rather than the randomness in the data generation process 

to make comparison possible. The data generation process consists of two parts namely 

generating the values of the disturbance terms and that for the regression variables. 

 

Generating the values of disturbance terms 

The process of generating spatially correlated random components starts with random 

draws from independently and identically distributed normal random variables ,( 1,2)i i   
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with zero mean and unit variance. These are then transformed to reduced form 

disturbances
i  that are correlated across equations with zero mean and variance 

covariance matrix   using the following transformation 

 

*E V   where, 
1 2( , )E   , 

1 2( , )V    

 

and
* is the m x m lower triangular matrix such that 

'

* *    . The disturbance terms

'iu s  in the model are then obtained by using the transformation 
1( )i iu I W    

resulting in randomness that is correlated across space as well as across equations.  

 

Generating the values of regression variables 

The starting values for a large number of time series on two exogenous variables 

 , 3 4,b tX x x  are independently drawn from a normal distribution with zero mean and 

unit variance. 
3x  is treated fixed over time while 

4x  is assumed to grow at a rate of one 

percent in every period. To avoid the sensitivity of results to exogenous variables, they 

are generated using the same set of random realizations in every experiment.  

 

Values of 
tY  are generated conditional on ,a tX  and ,b tX  using reduced form 

autoregressive data generation process described as follows. Re-writing equation (7) with 

time subscript, substituting 
, 1a t tX Y    and taking expectations, we get 

 

or, 

1

1 ,( ) .( . . ) ..(9)t a t b b tY B T Y T X

    

1 ,. . . 0 ..(8)t a t b b tBY T Y T X  
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True values for 
tY  are generated using equation (9) for each period starting from initial 

values of 
0tY 
 from normal random variables, and exogenously generated values for the 

variable ,b tX . This process is iterated several times to ensure that the pre-determined 

variable 
1tY 
 is generated using the same underlying spatial process as

tY . The observed 

value of 
tY  is subsequently obtained by perturbing its true values with disturbances 

1 2( , )U u u whose values were generated in the previous section. 

 

, ..(10)t observed t tY Y U   

 

The results from Monte Carlo simulations are at best random. In order to obtain 

sufficiently accurate results, a large number of repetitions is required. The errors due to 

the number of repetitions were reduced by use of antithetic variates. Thus, in equation 

(10) both positive and negative error terms are used to generate the observed values of 

Y. 

 

Simulation design 

Random samples are drawn from a specified distribution, and a set of data consistent 

with the model is generated. It is then used to estimate model parameters using the 

FGS2SLS and FGS3SLS estimator. This process is repeated several times. The estimates 

are then averaged to obtain the expected values of parameters of interest. The whole 

process is repeated for varying degrees of spatial dependences, sample size and the 

neighborhood structure to analyze the performance of FGS3SLS estimator under different 

conditions to analyze the sensitivity of the results to the data generation process.  The 

complete code for the experiments is written in the statistical package R (R Development 

Core Team, 2005).
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4. Results 

Monte Carlo simulation using above parameters and synthetically generated data is 

performed for all combinations of the weight matrix W, sample size n and the spatial lag 

parameter . 500 random samples of errors are generated for each set of n,  , the 

neighborhood matrix W and the covariance matrix  . Each vector of errors is used twice 

(as thetic and anti-thetic variates) resulting in 1000 repetitions for each experiment. This 

setup yields a total of 2 values for  , 2 for W, 9 for 
i , 9 for 

i  and 3 for n resulting in 

972 experiments with 1000 repetitions for each experiment.  

 

The performance of the Feasible Generalized Spatial Three Stage Least Square estimator 

(FGS3SLS) was found to be superior to the Feasible Generalized Spatial Two Stage Least 

Square estimator (FGS2SLS) which in turn was found to be superior to the ordinary two 

stage least square estimator under varying conditions. Table 4.1 demonstrates the gains 

of using FGS3SLS for the parameter settings described in this chapter. The estimates 

from FGS3SLS have smaller bias and variance compared to the FGS2SLS estimator. The 

gains of using the former are more when the spatial correlation in disturbance terms is 

high, the spatial lag parameter has low absolute value, the sample size is small and the 

neighborhood structure is less dense. 

 

Given the overall superiority of the FGS3SLS estimator under different conditions, I will 

only focus on the properties of FGS3SLS in the subsequent analysis. The simulations 

permit analysis of the impact of sample size, neighborhood density, variance-covariance 

structure of disturbances and the strength of spatial dependence on parameter estimates 

obtained using this estimator. 
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Impact of sample size on parameter estimates 

In this section, I analyze the impact of sample size on parameter estimates using root 

mean square errors (RMSE) as a measure of performance for the FGS3SLS estimator. An 

attempt is made to isolate the interaction effects of sample size with neighborhood 

density (average number of neighbors), variance covariance matrix of error structures, 

degree of spatial dependences in endogenous variables and spatial autocorrelation in 

errors. For brevity of presentation, I choose one value of  and show the impact of 

varying sample size on RMSE of 
2̂  for different values of . Similarly, I choose one value 

of  and show the impact of varying sample size on RMSE of 
2̂  for different values of  . 

The exercise is repeated for the two variance-covariance matrices (Figure 4.1). 

 

Increasing the sample size from 100 to 250 observations had a huge impact on the RMSE 

of a parameter estimates irrespective of other control variables like neighborhood density 

or the variance covariance matrix. However, the gains in increasing the sample size from 

250 to 500 were marginal except at extreme values of spatial dependence parameters   

and  . A large sample size improves the performance much more when the spatial lag 

parameter of the dependent variable is small, the spatial autocorrelation in errors is high, 

the number of neighbors is large and the variance covariance structure of error are large. 

 

Impact of the average number of neighbors specified in the weight matrix W  

The choice of neighborhood structure as defined by W is often decided a priori using 

exploratory data analysis or is based on the goodness of fit criteria. This is because the 

data generation process is not known in practice and the theory behind selection of the 

weight matrix is weak. 
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According to the simulations, the impact of neighborhood density on RMSE of parameter 

estimates depends on the strength of spatial dependences (  , ) as shown in Figure 

4.2. For all parameter estimates except that of  , increasing the average number of 

neighbors increased the RMSE noticeably at the following two combinations of spatial 

dependence parameters – (a) Extreme negative values of  and high positive , and (b) 

Small absolute values of  and high positive  . However, at small absolute values of 

and extreme negative values of  , the RMSE actually decreased. The estimates of 

conditional on W behaved slightly differently. Increasing density marginally increased the 

RMSE at small   irrespective of  while drastically decreased at extreme negative value 

of   (except at high positive ).  

 

The experiments with different number of average neighbors revealed that as the 

structure becomes denser, the bias in parameter estimates increases many folds. The 

effect is more pronounced as the spatial autocorrelation in the dependent variable and 

error structure increases. An increase in the sample size consistently and greatly reduces 

the bias due to increase in neighborhood density. Thus, in a large sample the increase in 

bias due to denser neighborhood structure is marginal. The result for estimates of 
2  for 

different values of sample size and degree of spatial dependences are shown in Figure 

4.3. Estimates of other model parameters behaved in similar fashion. 

 

Simulations suggest that the choice of neighborhood structure should not only involve 

goodness of fit criteria but also concern for increased bias in parameter estimates due to 

denser neighborhood structure.
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i  

i  

1  

1  

1  

3  

1  

1  

1  

3  

-0.8 -0.8 -0.001 -0.006 0.001

-0.8 -0.4 -0.001 0.002 0.002

-0.8 0.0 -0.003 0.023 0.002

-0.8 0.2 0.001 -0.003 0.039 0.003

-0.8 0.6 -0.001 0.001 -0.008 0.106 0.009

-0.4 -0.8 -0.004 0.002 -0.014 0.249 0.033

-0.4 -0.4 -0.005 0.003 -0.016 0.301 0.047

-0.4 0.0 -0.006 0.004 -0.019 0.360 0.049

-0.4 0.2 -0.005 0.004 -0.019 0.380 0.043

-0.4 0.6 -0.009 0.007 -0.031 0.652 0.001 0.107

0.0 -0.8 -0.002 0.011 -0.009 0.328 0.108

0.0 -0.4 -0.001 0.012 -0.008 0.384 0.142

0.0 0.0 -0.001 0.010 -0.005 0.386 0.157

0.0 0.2 -0.003 0.010 -0.005 0.390 0.120

0.0 0.6 -0.019 0.013 -0.001 0.624 0.002 0.199

0.2 -0.8 -0.001 0.010 -0.006 0.232 0.001 0.152

0.2 -0.4 -0.001 0.007 -0.006 0.177 0.001 0.133

0.2 0.0 -0.001 0.006 -0.005 0.143 0.001 0.105

0.2 0.2 -0.005 0.005 -0.002 0.131 0.001 0.099

0.2 0.6 -0.029 0.004 0.012 0.098 0.004 0.001 0.089

0.6 -0.8 -0.005 0.003 -0.001 0.028 0.001 0.077

0.6 -0.4 -0.005 0.002 0.013 0.083

0.6 0.0 -0.003 0.001 -0.021 0.059

0.6 0.2 -0.005 0.001 0.002 -0.037 0.051

0.6 0.6 -0.013 0.010 -0.187 0.001 0.063

Gains over FGS2SLS

-0.8 -0.8 0.001 0.010

-0.8 -0.4 0.001 0.002 0.027

-0.8 0.0 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.042 0.001

-0.8 0.2 0.001 0.005 0.055 0.002

-0.8 0.6 0.002 0.002 0.010 0.118 0.010

-0.4 -0.8 0.007 0.003 0.018 0.250 0.053

-0.4 -0.4 0.007 0.003 0.019 0.264 0.068

-0.4 0.0 0.007 0.003 0.019 0.286 0.063

-0.4 0.2 0.009 0.004 0.019 0.299 0.075

-0.4 0.6 0.012 0.006 0.023 0.394 0.208

0.0 -0.8 0.002 0.014 -0.002 0.521 0.130

0.0 -0.4 0.003 0.014 -0.004 0.523 0.145

0.0 0.0 0.005 0.016 -0.004 0.582 0.126

0.0 0.2 0.008 0.015 -0.004 0.553 0.160

0.0 0.6 0.029 0.017 0.013 0.659 0.197

0.2 -0.8 -0.001 0.015 -0.005 0.536 0.201

0.2 -0.4 0.005 0.013 -0.005 0.489 0.129

0.2 0.0 0.014 0.011 0.513 0.095

0.2 0.2 0.017 0.010 0.008 0.508 0.101

0.2 0.6 0.049 0.011 0.031 0.643 0.116

0.6 -0.8 -0.003 0.005 0.004 0.258 0.001 0.027

0.6 -0.4 0.004 0.002 0.236 0.001 0.008

0.6 0.0 0.003 0.003 0.191 0.010

0.6 0.2 0.004 0.003 0.168 0.006

0.6 0.6 0.017 0.002 0.011 -0.057 0.001 0.002

FGS3SLS

Reduciton in Absolute Bias Reduction in Variance

Bias Variance

 
Table 4.1: FGS3SLS Bias and Variances for n=250,

2 , W=6,
1 0.3   ,

1 2.0  , 
3 2.5   
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Figure 4.1: Impact of sample size on RMSE of 
2
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 Average number of neighbors=2 Average number of neighbors=6 

2  

  

  

 
 

  

  

Figure 4.2: Impact of average number of neighbors on RMSE for 
2  and n = 250
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 Average number of neighbors=2 Average number of neighbors=6 
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Figure 4.3: Impact of average no. of neighbors on percentage bias of 
2( 0.7)   for 
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Estimates of   and   

The bias in the estimate of the spatial autocorrelation parameter in error terms   was 

analyzed under different sample sizes, variance-covariance structure and weight matrices 

conditional on different values of the spatial lag parameter  . Similar analysis was done 

for the estimates of the spatial lag parameter  conditional on   (Figure 4.4). The 

estimator does not provide a direct way to calculate the variance of  and therefore, it 

was derived computationally. One point of caution is that the estimation of   requires 

an optimization procedure where the objective function may not be well defined and is 

susceptible to choice of starting parameters. This was not found to be the case in our 

experiments as the results were stable with respect to the choice of starting parameters. 

However, it is a concern to be borne in mind while using the estimator. 

 

Estimates of  were very robust to varying degree of spatial dependences over most of 

the (  , ) space. As the neighborhood density increases, there is an increase in the bias 

and is mostly independent of   it is conditioned upon. The estimator performs well at 

low and moderate degree of spatial dependencies in endogenous variables except when 

there is a simultaneous presence of a very high spatial dependence in randomness. 

Surprisingly, higher bias in the parameter estimate of   was accompanied by higher 

variances, signifying the poor performance of the estimator in such conditions.  

 

The bias and variance of   was largely independent of the values of   it was 

conditioned upon except at very high values of . The bias increased very rapidly when 

its true parameter value increased from -0.8 to +0.8. However, unlike , there was a 

clear bias variance trade off in the estimates of  . 
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Figure 4.4: Estimates of   and  , at n=250 for
2 , average number of neighbors = 6 

 

5. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I analyzed the small sample properties of the limited information Feasible 

Generalized Spatial Two Stage Least Squares (FGS2SLS) and the full information Feasible 

Generalized Spatial Three Stage Least Squares (FGS3SLS) estimator for a system of 

simultaneous equations with spatial dependence in error terms and in the dependent 

variable. Given relatively few published applications of this estimator and lack of 

theoretical understanding about its behavior in small samples, this chapter provides a 

starting point for analyzing the behavior of this estimator. A Monte Carlo framework was 
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used to explore the impacts of sample size, neighborhood structure, variance co-variance 

matrix and varying degree of spatial dependence parameters on the estimators’ 

performance.  

 

The FGS3SLS estimator performed better than the FGS2SLS estimator in terms of 

smaller bias and lower variance. The gains of using the former are higher when the 

spatial correlation in disturbance terms is high, the spatial lag parameter has low 

absolute value, the sample size is small and the neighborhood structure is dense. Given 

superiority of the FGS3SLS estimator over the FGS2SLS in the simulations described in 

this chapter, the detailed study of the impacts of sample size, neighborhood structure, 

variance-covariance matrix and degree of spatial dependence on estimator’s behavior 

was made limited to the FGS3SLS estimator.  

 

The performance of the FGS3SLS estimator drastically increased when the sample size 

was increased from 100 to 250 observations. Increasing the sample size to 500 

observations yielded only marginal gains. Gains with increasing sample size are more 

significant when the heterogeneity is high, the spatial lag parameter of the dependent 

variable is small, the spatial autocorrelation in errors is high, the number of neighbors is 

large and the variance covariance structure of error is large. The performance of the 

estimator was found to be sensitive to the value of the spatial dependence parameters. It 

was worse at low values of spatial lag parameter in dependent variable ( ) and at 

extreme high values of the spatial dependence in the error structure (  ). Thus, the 

estimator pays a premium in terms of bias and variance when the spatial lag is small but 

has huge gains as the spatial lag increases. The estimator for   performed well at low 

and moderate degree of spatial dependencies in endogenous variables except when there 

is a simultaneous presence of a very high spatial dependence in randomness. Spatial 
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structures with higher average number of neighbors led to higher bias and variances in 

the estimates. The effect is more pronounced as the spatial autocorrelation in the 

dependent variable and error structure increases. In large samples the increase in bias 

due to denser neighborhood structure is marginal. The results presented here are 

sensitive to the model specification, choice of the data generation process, distribution of 

the exogenous variable, etc. However, the results are useful in comparative exercise to 

assess the relative changes in performance under different conditions and should not be 

taken as an absolute measure of performance. 

 

Understanding the impacts of the sample size, varying degree of spatial dependencies, 

neighborhood structure and the error structure on the forecasted value is essential. 

However, given its magnitude of the work in analyzing the forecasts of a spatial data and 

comparing with that of its true values, it is not discussed in this chapter.  

 

Additional research is needed in order to make this estimator a commonplace in applied 

work. It is computationally intensive and there is no software or standard code to 

implement this estimator. Efforts in this direction are very much warranted. A useful 

extension would be to analyze the impact of increasing model complexity and choice of 

instruments on the performance of the estimator. Further, the estimates of   are 

obtained from an optimization routine, where the objective function may have multiple 

optimums. In such cases, the parameter estimate of   may be susceptible to the choice 

of starting values and various techniques may be indeed to insure that a global optimum 

is reached. This makes the task more computationally demanding. Work is needed to 

theoretically corroborate the findings of this chapter in a generalized framework. Over 

the last five decades, we have learnt a lot about the properties of the three stage least 

squares estimator in terms of impacts of misspecification, nonlinearity, multicollinearity, 
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etc., many of which have been studied through Monte Carlo simulations. A parallel series 

of literature needs to be developed for the Feasible Generalized Three Stage Least 

Square estimator.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 

 

Population change and economic growth are not the only determinants of the number of 

new housing units constructed in a region.  A small increase in population has been 

associated with a large amount of new housing units through vacancy and abandonment 

of housing units. Sprawl, largely caused by declining urban core and intra-regional 

migration, leads to more residential growth in the periphery than is needed to 

accommodate the increase in the number of households. Further, the location of these 

new households is not merely based on normative concepts of optimizing travel time to 

work or maintaining job-housing ratios but also on perceptions of the social environment 

held by households.  

 

This dissertation explores answers to the question of 'how much to grow and where to 

grow’ in the context of land-use change, highlighting the impact of social dynamics on 

land-use change and the interdependence between the two. Regional forecasting of 

housing demand based on macro-level models often ignores the micro-level social 

dynamics (e.g. intra-regional migration, urban decline and sprawl) that are an important 

driver for new housing construction; on the other hand, micro-level drivers alone cannot 

reflect the economy-wide impacts on housing demand. Modeling these interdependencies 

provides a richer interpretation of the underlying social, economic and spatial dynamics 

driving land-use change in regions than is currently available.  Thus, it bridges the gap 

between regional economic models, social dynamics and land use change to provide 

planners and policymakers with a more substantial knowledge base on which to 

deliberate about the region and its future. 
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The research described in this dissertation was presented as three essays. The first essay 

explored how the spatial pattern of socio-economic characteristics determined the 

magnitude and location of growth and is also shaped by it. It presented a framework for 

modeling the relationship among regional inequalities, urban distress and growth. The 

framework was tested using data from the St. Louis region. The second essay used this 

framework to model the impact of the social dynamics on location and magnitude of 

growth and decline in the region. The forecasts from this model, together with population 

and income forecasts from a regional economic model, were used to derive probabilities 

of development and decline at the Census tract level and to also assess the total 

magnitude of growth endogenously. The final essay evaluated the performance of the full 

information feasible generalized spatial three stages least square (FGS3SLS) estimator 

used to estimate the model presented in the second essay.  Using Monte Carlo 

experiments, the sensitivity of results to varying degrees of spatial dependences, choice 

of spatial weight matrix, sample size and variance covariance matrices is analyzed. These 

Monte Carlo simulations provided confidence in the results of the social dynamics model. 

 

Limitations and Improvements 

There are several limitations to the research presented in this dissertation. Some of 

these, along with suggestions for addressing them, are included below. 

 

(1) The research uses a reduced-form of model. While this is useful for making 

predictions, the true dynamics for scenario analysis can only be captured by a full-form 

model.  Inferences about causation and correlation must be made with considerable 

caution while using the proposed model in the dissertation. Nevertheless, since the model 

is based on a detailed causal map, it remains useful for forecasting and scenario analysis. 

Crime, age of infrastructure, land value, etc. have been omitted, largely because of lack 
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of data. There is a high degree of collinearity among income, race and school quality. 

These two issues necessitate the need for a more in-depth study at a micro level.  

 

(2) Relationships between the variables used in this analysis are assumed to be linear in 

absence of any theoretical guidance on the functional form to be used. These 

relationships were further assumed to be constant throughout their distribution but in 

reality may drastically differ at different points in the distribution. For example, 

households living in poor income tracts would likely respond more strongly to marginal 

changes in school quality than those living in richer income tracts. Incorporating this 

information inside a system of simultaneous equations framework is a methodological 

challenge. It has been tried in multivariate single-equation setup (Koenker, & Bassett, 

1978) and its extensions to system of equations with spatial externalities will be useful in 

our context.  

 

(3)The proposed model uses population forecast from the regional economic model to 

drive the amount of land-use change rather than changes in number of households or 

household size. Between 1990 and 2000, the contribution of population to increase in 

number of households was same as that of decrease in household size. Decreases in 

household size and changes in family structure are critical factors affecting land-use 

change. The issue becomes complex as the household size varies with income, Census 

tract and race. Methodological improvements in modeling this will be critical.  

 

(4) Explicit modeling of the effect of race is methodologically and substantively 

problematic. It may be kept out of the purview of land-use change models for 

substantive and technical reasons. The racial composition of new households in the 

region is not known. To incorporate race, one will have to decompose households within 

a tract by racial groups and then separately model their residential choice behavior for 
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each group. However, the residential choice behavior is not independently governed by 

race either. It depends on the age of the head of the householder, income group and 

household composition. Alternatively, a cohort component model for population broken 

by race could be used, but the issue of converting population to number of households by 

race would still remain. We have very little theoretical understanding of dynamics at this 

level of detail and very little data to model such intricacies. 

 

(5) The social model was estimated using the FGS3SLS estimator, whose small sample 

properties are not well understood. Understanding the impacts of sample size, varying 

degree of spatial dependencies, neighborhood structure and the error structure on the 

forecasted values of the social model is essential. However, given its magnitude of the 

work in analyzing the forecasts of a spatial data and comparing with that of its true 

values, it is not discussed in this dissertation. The choice of a spatial structure for 

neighborhood spillover matrices, which are assumed a priori, must be given special 

attention. A further desired methodological extension for FGS3SLS estimator is to 

theoretically establish the finite sample properties under low level of regularity conditions 

given its immense usefulness in varied contexts.   

 

Extensions 

This dissertation provides a starting step aiming towards a symbiotic relationship 

between methods of regional science (Isard et al., 1998) and the planning support 

systems literature (Brail & Klosterman, 2001, Geertman & Stillwell, 2009). The former 

has focused largely on macro-level issues while the later has concerned itself with micro-

level details in the context of land-use change models, assuming the macro-level 

changes to be exogenously provided. The two can be integrated by expanding the 

regional econometric input-output model (Israilevich, Hewings, Sonis, Schindler, 1997) 

and including in it a Social Accounting Matrix with disaggregated households and labor 
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supply. The behavior of these households (income, expenditures, level of skill, etc.), their 

number and location in the region will be jointly determined, with equilibrium established 

by intra-regional migration. This, at the minimum, would supply much needed 

information to better integrate socio-economic dynamics, urban decline, regional housing 

supply and demand and economic growth at regional and micro levels. A more difficult 

but eventually necessary step from the perspective of policy analysis would be to model 

the impact of micro-level policy decisions (land-use control and transformation, local 

government fragmentation, etc.) that eventually affects the macro-level competitiveness 

of the region and vice versa (Figure 5.1). This is critical from a planner’s perspective. 

 

Figure 5.1: Relationship between socio-economic structure and the regional economy 

through changing availability and skill composition of work force and household 

consumption by income groups over time.
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APPENDIX A: EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS 

 

 

Figure A.1: Density distribution of key variables in 1990 (black solid line) and 2000 (red 

dotted lines) 
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Figure A.2: Changes in key variables between 1990 and 2000 
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Figure A.3: Spatial correlation of key variables in 2000 with its value in neighboring 

tracts in 2000 
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Figure A.4: Spatial correlation of key variables in 2000 with its value in neighboring 

tracts in 1990 
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Figure A.5: Correlation matrix and interrelationship of key variables in 1990 and 2000 
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Figure A.6: Correlation matrix and interrelationship of key variables in 1990 and 2000 
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Figure A.7: Spatial correlation matrix and interrelationship of key variables in 2000 with 

their neighbors in 1990 
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Figure A.8: Spatial correlation matrix and interrelationship of key variables in 2000 with 

their neighbors in 2000 
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APPENDIX B: SOCIAL MODEL CODE AND DIAGNOSTICS 

library(quantreg) 
library(foreign) 
library(boot) 
library(MASS) 
library(spdep) 
library(nlme) 
rm(list=ls(all=TRUE)) 
set.seed(100) 
par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 
q <- seq(0,250,0.01) 
 
#MYR0 median year built 
#MHV median Housing value 
#PUH percent urban 
#POHU percent occupied, percent vacant 
#PNWHH percent non white HH 
#PRHU percent rented 
#TAX total tax/ total value of owner occupied 
 
school1 <- data.frame(read.csv("school_processed.csv")) 
school2 <- data.frame(read.csv("school_processed1.csv")) 
cen2k <- data.frame(read.csv("cen2k_processed.csv")) 
tax <- data.frame(read.csv("tax.csv")) 
school <- merge(school1, school2) 
cen <- merge(school,cen2k) 
all <- merge(cen,tax) 
 
#kelejian and Prucha 2004 
gFit <- function(vpredict, vobserved){ 
 pseudoR2 <- cor(vpredict,vobserved)^2 
 pseudoR2 
} 
 
read.geoda <- function(file,row.names=NULL) { 
read.csv(file=file,header=TRUE,skip=1,row.names=row.names) } 
stdata <- read.geoda("forgeoda5.txt") 
stdata2 <- merge(stdata,all) 
 
polgal <- read.gal("q6.GAL", override.id=TRUE) 
colqueen <- nb2listw(polgal) 
nmat <- nb2mat(polgal) 
attach(stdata2) 
 
#DHU0 <- TOTHSUN0-TOTHSUN9 
#DHU9 <- TOTHSUN9-TOTHSUN8 
BLTYR0 <- ifelse(BLTYR0-DHU0<0,DHU0,BLTYR0) 
BLTYR9 <- ifelse(BLTYR9-DHU9<0,DHU9,BLTYR9) 
ABHU0 <- BLTYR0-DHU0 
ABHU9 <- BLTYR9-DHU9 
ABHUR0A <- ifelse(TOTHSUN9==0,0,ABHU0/TOTHSUN9) 
ABHUR9A <- ifelse(TOTHSUN8==0,0,ABHU9/TOTHSUN8) 
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n <- 515 # sample size 
m <- 4  # number of equations 
k <- 7  # number of exogenous variables 
W <- nmat 
 
PVACHU9D1 <- ifelse(PVACHU9>0.15, 1, 0) 
PVACHU9D2 <- ifelse(PVACHU9<0.10, 1, 0) 
ABHUR0A <- ifelse(ABHUR0A>0.66, 0.66, ABHUR0A) 
ABHUR9A <- ifelse(ABHUR9A>0.66, 0.66, ABHUR9A) 
BLTYR9Dm <- ifelse(BLTYR9<quantile(BLTYR9,0.05),1,0) 
BLTYR9Dma <- ifelse(BLTYR9<quantile(BLTYR9,0.1),1,0) 
BLTYR9Dmb <- ifelse(BLTYR9>quantile(BLTYR9,0.97),1,0) 
PVACHU9Dm <- ifelse(PVACHU9>quantile(PVACHU9,0.9),1,0) 
 
y1 <- (AVHHIN0) 
y2 <- (NUMHHS0) 
y2a <-(NUMHHS0-NUMHHS9) 
y2b <- NUMHHS0/(AREA*1000) 
y3 <- BLTYR0 
y4 <- (PVACHU0) 
Y <- cbind(y1,y2,y3,y4) 
wy1 <- W %*% y1; wy2<-W %*% y2; wy3<-W %*% y3; wy4<-W %*% y4 
 
x1 <- (AVHHIN9) 
x12 <- (AVHHIN9^2) 
Wx1 <- W%*%x1 
x13 <- 1000/AVHHIN9 
x2 <-(NUMHHS9) 
x2b <- (NUMHHS9/(AREA*1000)) 
x3 <- (BLTYR9) 
x3a <- 1/(ifelse(x3<0.01,0.01,x3)) 
x3b <- BLTYR9Dm 
x3c <- BLTYR9Dma 
x3d <- BLTYR9Dmb 
x4 <- (PVACHU9) 
x4a <- x4^2 
x4b <- PVACHU9Dm 
Wx4 <- W%*%x4 
x5 <- HSDROP9 
x5a <- HSDROP0 
x5b <- 1/(ifelse(x5<0.01,0.01,x5)) 
x6 <- (AREA) 
x7 <- ABHU9  #(ABHUR9A*NUMHHS8) 
x7a <- ABHUR9A 
#x7b<-ABHUR9A^2 
x7b <- 1/(ifelse(x7<0.01,0.01,x7)) 
x8 <- x1*x3 
x9 <- TAX0 
x10 <- PVACHU9D1 
x10a <- PVACHU9D2 
#x11<-1/(ifelse(x4<0.01,0.01,x4)) 
 
X <- cbind(x1,  x2,x12, x2b, x3,Wx4,x7, x6) 
y1n <- "AVHHIN0" 
y2n <- "NUMHHS0" 
y2an <- "DHH0" 
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y2bn <- "DENSITY0" 
y3n <- "BLTYR0" 
y4n <- "PVACHU0" 
 
x1n <- "AVHHIN9" 
Wx1n <- "WAVHHIN9" 
x12n <- "AVHHIN9sq" 
x13n <- "1/AVHHIN9" 
x2n <- "NUMHHS9" 
x2bn <- "DENSITY9" 
x3n <- "BLTYR9" 
x3an <- "1/BLTYR9" 
x3bn <- "BLTYR9DMo" 
x3cn <- "BLTYR9DMless" 
x3dn <- "BLTYR9DMmore" 
x4n <- "PVACHU9" 
x4an <- "PVACHU9sq" 
x4bn <- "PVACHU9Dm" 
Wx4n <- "WPVACHU9" 
x5n <- "HSDROP9" 
x5an <- "HSDROP" 
x5bn <- "1/HSDROP9" 
x6n <- "AREA" 
x7n <- "ABHU9A" 
x7an <- "ABHUR9A" 
x7bn <- "1/ABHU9A" 
x8n <- "INCVAC9" 
x9n <- "TAX0" 
x10n <- "HighVacancyDummy1" 
x10an <- "HealthyVacancy9Dummy" 
#x11n <-"1/PVACHU9" 
 
Z1 <- cbind(  y2b,   y3,                        x1,          x7b,     wy1 ) 
Z2 <- cbind(    y3,                     1, x1, x2,  x5b,             wy2 ) 
Z3 <- cbind( y2a,y4,                                 x3,  x4, x7,       wy3 ) 
Z4 <- cbind(  y1, y2a,                            x13, x3a, x4,   wy4 ) 
 
dZ1 <- ncol(Z1); dZ2 <- ncol(Z2); dZ3 <- ncol(Z3); dZ4 <- ncol(Z4) 
 
colnames(Z1) <- list(  y2bn,    y3n,               x1n,x7bn,         "wy1" ) 
colnames(Z2) <- list(  y3n,                    "c",   x1n, x2n,  x5bn,         "wy2" ) 
colnames(Z3) <- list(  y2an, y4n,                           x3n,  x4n, x7n,         "wy3" ) 
colnames(Z4) <- list(  y1n, y2an,                      x13n, x3an, x4n,     "wy4" ) 
 
H <- cbind(X, W %*% X, W %*% (W %*% X)) 
P <- H %*% solve(crossprod(H,H), t(H)) 
 
delta1_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z1, Z1), crossprod( P %*% Z1 , y1)) 
delta2_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z2, Z2), crossprod( P %*% Z2 , y2)) 
delta3_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z3, Z3), crossprod( P %*% Z3 , y3)) 
delta4_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z4, Z4), crossprod( P %*% Z4 , y4)) 
 
delta_til <- rbind(delta1_til, delta2_til, delta3_til, delta4_til) 
colnames(delta_til) <- list("delta_til") 
delta1_til <- delta_til[1:dZ1,] 
delta2_til <- delta_til[(dZ1+1):(dZ1+dZ2),] 
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delta3_til <- delta_til[(dZ1+dZ2+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3),] 
delta4_til <- delta_til[(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+dZ4),] 
 
u1_til <- y1- Z1 %*% delta1_til 
u2_til <- y2- Z2 %*% delta2_til 
u3_til <- y3- Z3 %*% delta3_til 
u4_til <- y4- Z4 %*% delta4_til 
 
############# 
# iterate from here 
############# 
wu1_til <- W %*% u1_til; wu2_til<- W %*% u2_til; wu3_til<- W %*% u3_til; wu4_til<- W %*% u4_til 
wwu1_til <- W %*% wu1_til; wwu2_til<- W %*% wu2_til; wwu3_til<- W %*% wu3_til; wwu4_til<- W 
%*% wu4_til 
G1 <- array(0,c(3,3)); G2 <- array(0,c(3,3)); G3 <- array(0,c(3,3)); G4 <- array(0,c(3,3)) 
 
G1[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u1_til, wu1_til) ,  -crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til),   n) 
G1[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu1_til, wu1_til), -crossprod(wwu1_til, wwu1_til), 
sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
G1[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u1_til, wwu1_til) + crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til), crossprod(wu1_til, 
wwu1_til), 0) 
g1 <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u1_til, u1_til) , crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til) , crossprod(u1_til, wu1_til) )) 
 
G2[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u2_til, wu2_til) ,  -crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til),   n) 
G2[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu2_til, wu2_til), -crossprod(wwu2_til, wwu2_til), 
sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
G2[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u2_til, wwu2_til) + crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til), crossprod(wu2_til, 
wwu2_til), 0) 
g2 <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u2_til, u2_til) , crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til) , crossprod(u2_til, wu2_til) )) 
 
G3[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u3_til, wu3_til) ,  -crossprod(wu3_til, wu3_til),   n) 
G3[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu3_til, wu3_til), -crossprod(wwu3_til, wwu3_til), 
sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
G3[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u3_til, wwu3_til) + crossprod(wu3_til, wu3_til), crossprod(wu3_til, 
wwu3_til), 0) 
g3 <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u3_til, u3_til) , crossprod(wu3_til, wu3_til) , crossprod(u3_til, wu3_til) )) 
 
G4[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u4_til, wu4_til) ,  -crossprod(wu4_til, wu4_til),   n) 
G4[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu4_til, wu4_til), -crossprod(wwu4_til, wwu4_til), 
sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
G4[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u4_til, wwu4_til) + crossprod(wu4_til, wu4_til), crossprod(wu4_til, 
wwu4_til), 0) 
g4 <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u4_til, u4_til) , crossprod(wu4_til, wu4_til) , crossprod(u4_til, wu4_til) )) 
 
f1 <- function(alpha1){ 
 crossprod(g1-G1 %*% t(cbind(alpha1[1], alpha1[1]^2, alpha1[2])), g1-G1 %*% 
t(cbind(alpha1[1], alpha1[1]^2, alpha1[2])))  } 
rho1_til <- nlm(f1, c(1,1))$estimate[1] 
s1_til <- nlm(f1, c(1,1))$estimate[2] 
 
f2 <- function(alpha2){ 
 crossprod(g2-G2 %*% t(cbind(alpha2[1], alpha2[1]^2, alpha2[2])), g2-G2 %*% 
t(cbind(alpha2[1], alpha2[1]^2, alpha2[2]))) } 
rho2_til <- nlm(f2, c(1,1))$estimate[1] 
s2_til <- nlm(f2, c(1,1))$estimate[2] 
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f3 <- function(alpha3){ 
 crossprod(g3-G3 %*% t(cbind(alpha3[1], alpha3[1]^2, alpha3[2])), g3-G3 %*% 
t(cbind(alpha3[1], alpha3[1]^2, alpha3[2]))) } 
rho3_til <- nlm(f3, c(1,1))$estimate[1] 
s3_til <- nlm(f3, c(1,1))$estimate[2] 
 
f4 <- function(alpha4){ 
 crossprod(g4-G4 %*% t(cbind(alpha4[1], alpha4[1]^2, alpha4[2])), g4-G4 %*% 
t(cbind(alpha4[1], alpha4[1]^2, alpha4[2]))) } 
rho4_til <- nlm(f4, c(0.05,0.05))$estimate[1] 
s4_til <- nlm(f4, c(0.05,0.05))$estimate[2] 
 
y1star <- y1 - rho1_til* W %*% y1; y2star<- y2 - rho2_til* W %*% y2; y3star<- y3 - rho3_til* W %*% y3; 
y4star <- y4 - rho4_til* W %*% y4 
Z1star <- Z1 - rho1_til* W %*% Z1; Z2star<- Z2 - rho2_til* W %*% Z2; Z3star<- Z3 - rho3_til* W %*% 
Z3; Z4star <- Z4 - rho4_til* W %*% Z4 
 
delta1_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z1star, Z1star), crossprod(P %*% Z1star, y1star)) 
delta2_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z2star, Z2star), crossprod(P %*% Z2star, y2star)) 
delta3_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z3star, Z3star), crossprod(P %*% Z3star, y3star)) 
delta4_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z4star, Z4star), crossprod(P %*% Z4star, y4star)) 
 
y1_hat_2S <- Z1 %*% delta1_hat_2S 
y2_hat_2S <- Z2 %*% delta2_hat_2S 
y3_hat_2S <- Z3 %*% delta3_hat_2S 
y4_hat_2S <- Z4 %*% delta4_hat_2S 
 
e1_til <- y1star-Z1star %*% delta1_hat_2S 
e2_til <- y2star-Z2star %*% delta2_hat_2S 
e3_til <- y3star-Z3star %*% delta3_hat_2S 
e4_til <- y4star-Z4star %*% delta4_hat_2S 
 
plot(y1, y1_hat_2S); plot(y2, y2_hat_2S); plot(y3, y3_hat_2S); plot(y4, y4_hat_2S) 
 
vcov1_2S <- s1_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z1star, P %*% Z1star), diag(1,dZ1) ) 
vcov2_2S <- s2_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z2star, P %*% Z2star), diag(1,dZ2) ) 
vcov3_2S <- s3_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z3star, P %*% Z3star), diag(1,dZ3) ) 
vcov4_2S <- s4_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z4star, P %*% Z4star), diag(1,dZ4) ) 
var1_2S <- diag(vcov1_2S); var2_2S<-diag(vcov2_2S); var3_2S<-diag(vcov3_2S); var4_2S<-
diag(vcov4_2S) 
 
delta_hat_2S <- rbind(delta1_hat_2S,delta2_hat_2S,delta3_hat_2S,delta4_hat_2S) 
var_2S <- c(var1_2S, var2_2S, var3_2S, var4_2S) 
GS2SLS <- cbind(delta_hat_2S, sqrt(var_2S), delta_hat_2S/sqrt(var_2S)) 
colnames(GS2SLS) <- list("2SLS coeff", "2SLS s.e.", "2SLS t value") 
 
delta1_2S <- GS2SLS[1:dZ1,] 
delta2_2S <- GS2SLS[(dZ1+1):(dZ1+dZ2),] 
delta3_2S <- GS2SLS[(dZ1+dZ2+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3),] 
delta4_2S <- GS2SLS[(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+dZ4),] 
 
#GS3SLS 
############# 
SIGMAm <- array(0,c(m,m)) 
SIGMAm[1,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e1_til,e1_til), crossprod(e1_til,e2_til), crossprod(e1_til,e3_til), 
crossprod(e1_til,e4_til)) 
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SIGMAm[2,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e2_til,e1_til), crossprod(e2_til,e2_til), crossprod(e2_til,e3_til), 
crossprod(e2_til,e4_til)) 
SIGMAm[3,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e3_til,e1_til), crossprod(e3_til,e2_til), crossprod(e3_til,e3_til), 
crossprod(e3_til,e4_til)) 
SIGMAm[4,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e4_til,e1_til), crossprod(e4_til,e2_til), crossprod(e4_til,e3_til), 
crossprod(e4_til,e4_til)) 
 
In <- diag(1,n) 
Im <- diag(1,m) 
ystar <- rbind(y1star,y2star, y3star, y4star) 
PZstar <- rbind(  cbind( P %*% Z1star, 0*Z2star, 0*Z3star, 0*Z4star), cbind(  0*Z1star, P %*% Z2star, 
0*Z3star, 0*Z4star),cbind(  0*Z1star, 0*Z2star, P %*% Z3star, 0*Z4star),cbind(  0*Z1star, 0*Z2star, 
0*Z3star, P %*% Z4star)) 
 
delta_hat_3S<- solve( crossprod( PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% PZstar, crossprod( 
PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% ystar ) 
vcov_3S<-solve( crossprod(PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% PZstar, 
diag(1,dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+dZ4) ) 
var_3S<-diag(vcov_3S) 
 
#3SLS coeff, s.e., t stat, p-value 
GS3SLS<-cbind(delta_hat_3S, sqrt(var_3S), delta_hat_3S/sqrt(var_3S)) 
colnames(GS3SLS)<-list("3SLS coeff", "3SLS s.e.", "3SLS t value") 
 
delta1_3S<-GS3SLS[1:dZ1,] 
delta2_3S<-GS3SLS[(dZ1+1):(dZ1+dZ2),] 
delta3_3S<-GS3SLS[(dZ1+dZ2+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3),] 
delta4_3S<-GS3SLS[(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+1):(dZ1+dZ2+dZ3+dZ4),] 
 
c(y1n, y2n, y3n, y4n) 
cbind(delta1_til, delta1_2S, delta1_3S) 
cbind(delta2_til, delta2_2S, delta2_3S)  
cbind(delta3_til, delta3_2S, delta3_3S) 
cbind(delta4_til, delta4_2S, delta4_3S) 
 
c(rho1_til, rho2_til, rho3_til, rho4_til) 
 
plot(y1, Z1 %*% delta1_3S[,1]); lines(q,q) 
plot(y2, Z2 %*% delta2_3S[,1]); lines(q,q) 
plot(y3, Z3 %*% delta3_3S[,1]); lines(q,q) 
plot(y4, Z4 %*% delta4_3S[,1]); lines(q,q) 
 
c(gFit(y1, Z1 %*% delta1_2S[,1]), gFit(y1, Z1 %*% delta1_3S[,1])) 
c(gFit(y2, Z2 %*% delta2_2S[,1]), gFit(y2, Z2 %*% delta2_3S[,1])) 
c(gFit(y3, Z3 %*% delta3_2S[,1]), gFit(y3, Z3 %*% delta3_3S[,1])) 
c(gFit(y4, Z4 %*% delta4_2S[,1]), gFit(y4, Z4 %*% delta4_3S[,1])) 
 
# the block below to be used if iteration is desired 
u1_til<- y1- Z1 %*% delta1_3S[,1] 
u2_til<- y2- Z2 %*% delta2_3S[,1] 
u3_til<- y3- Z3 %*% delta3_3S[,1] 
u4_til<- y4- Z4 %*% delta4_3S[,1] 
 
#plot(BLTYR0, y1) 
#plot(BLTYR0, y2) 
#plot(BLTYR0, y4) 
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#plot(BLTYR0, BLTYR9) 
 
ev1<-1/sd(u1_til) 
ev2<-1/sd(u2_til) 
ev3<-1/sd(u3_til) 
ev4<-1/sd(u4_til) 
 
############################################################## 
#           solving simultaneously same period 
 
#current variables 
y1c<-AVHHIN9 
y1ac   <- ifelse(AVHHIN9<0.01,0.01, AVHHIN9) 
y2c    <- NUMHHS9 
y3c    <- BLTYR9 
y3ac   <- ifelse(BLTYR9<0.01,0.01, BLTYR9) 
y4c    <- PVACHU9 
y5ac   <- x7          # ifelse(ABHU9<0.01,0.01, ABHU9) 
#ABHUR9A <- ifelse(ABHUR9A<0.01,0.01, ABHUR9A) 
y5bc  <- ifelse(x7<0.01,0.01, x7) 
exo1c  <- ifelse(x5<0.01,0.01, x5) 
#exo2c <- y2c + VACHU9  #housing stock 
 
#forecast variables 
i<-515 
y1p <- rep(0,i) 
y2p <- rep(0,i) 
y3p <- rep(0,i) 
y4p <- rep(0,i) 
 
A_y1  <- cbind(    diag(1,i,i) - 0.05849686*nmat ,    diag(+0.08768054/(AREA*1000)),       diag( -
6.62444475 ,i,i)           ,  diag(0,i,i)          ) 
A_y2  <- cbind(    diag(0,i,i),                       diag(1,i,i)- 0.033185720*nmat ,      diag( -0.918842610 ,i,i)          
,  diag(0,i,i)          ) 
 
A_y3  <- cbind(    diag(0,i,i),                       diag(-0.8634428,i,i) ,               diag(1,i,i) -0.1704842 *nmat
      ,  diag(-1.0559266 ,i,i)) 
A_y4  <- cbind(    diag(0.0001354090,i,i),            diag(0.0255989581,i,i) ,             diag(0  ,i,i)                     
,  diag(1,i,i) -0.2478047025*nmat ) 
A     <- rbind(A_y1, A_y2, A_y3, A_y4) 
 
B_y1 <- (                 1.30052053  * y1c                                                                              + 0.01171603  
* (1/y5bc)   ) 
B_y2 <- ( -0.270314182  + 0.001332000 * y1c      + 0.995502776* y2c                                                      
+ 0.002871906 * (1/exo1c)  ) 
  
B_y3 <- (                                        - 0.8634428  * y2c     + 0.1553021     * y3c       -0.5127563    * y4c  
+ 0.2077432   * y5ac       ) 
B_y4 <- (                 0.0005965211* (1/y1ac) + 0.0255989581* y2c    + 0.0002307763  * (1/y3ac)  + 
0.6098514338* y4c                             ) 
B    <- c( B_y1, B_y2, B_y3, B_y4 ) 
  
bigPredict<- solve(A,B) 
y1p  <- bigPredict[1:i] 
y2p  <- bigPredict[(i+1):(2*i)] 
y3p  <- bigPredict[(2*i+1):(3*i)] 
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y4p  <- bigPredict[(3*i+1):(4*i)] 
 
y5ap <- y3p - (  y2p /(1-y4p) - y2c /(1-y4c)   ) 
y5bp <- y5ap / (y2c /(1-y4c))  # abandonment / previous decade housing stock 
 
gFit(y1p, AVHHIN0) 
gFit(y2p, NUMHHS0) 
gFit(y3p, BLTYR0) 
gFit(y4p, PVACHU0) 
gFit(y5ap, ABHUR0A) 
 
plot(y1p,AVHHIN0); lines(q,q) 
plot(y2p,NUMHHS0); lines(q,q) 
plot(y3p,BLTYR0); lines(q,q) 
plot(y4p,PVACHU0); lines(q,q) 
#plot(y5ap,y5ac); lines(q,q) 
#plot(y5bp,y5bc); lines(q,q) 
 
library(quadprog) 
BB_y1<-ifelse(B_y1<100,B_y1,100) 
BB_y2<-B_y2-5 
BB_y3<-B_y3-1 
BB_y4<-B_y4-0.5 
BB    <- c( BB_y1, BB_y2, BB_y3, BB_y4 ) 
 
#c<-t(cbind(t(AVHHIN9*3),t(NUMHHS9*1.2),t(BLTYR9),t(PVACHU9))) 
c<-t(cbind(t(rep(200,i)),t(rep(1,i)),t(rep(0.2,i)),t(rep(0.0,i))) ) 
plot(A%*%c-BB, ylim=c(-3,3)) 
summary(A%*%c-BB) 
 
d<-cbind(t(rep(0,i)),t(rep(1,i)),t(rep(0,i)),t(rep(0,i)))  
D1<-cbind(diag(0,i),diag(0,i),diag(0,i),diag(0,i))  
D2<-cbind(diag(1,i),diag(0,i),diag(0,i),diag(0,i))  
D<-rbind(D1, D2, D1, D1) 
fQp<-function(b){ 
crossprod((A%*%b-B), diag(c(rep(ev1,i),rep(ev2,i),rep(ev3,i),rep(ev4,i)))  )%*%(A%*%b-B) 
} 
 
#(d%*%b-990.249)^2*(crossprod(b,D)%*%b-57167.96)^2* 
BP<-constrOptim(c, fQp, NULL, ui=A,ci=BB) 
y1pp  <- BP$par[1:i] 
y2pp  <- BP$par[(i+1):(2*i)] 
y3pp  <- BP$par[(2*i+1):(3*i)] 
y4pp  <- BP$par[(3*i+1):(4*i)] 
y5app <- y3pp - (  y2pp /(1-y4pp) - y2c /(1-y4c)   ) 
y5bpp <- y5app / (y2c /(1-y4c))  # abandonment / previous decade housing stock 
 
gFit(y1pp, AVHHIN0) 
gFit(y2pp, NUMHHS0) 
gFit(y3pp, BLTYR0) 
gFit(y4pp, PVACHU0) 
gFit(y5app, ABHUR0A) 
 
plot(y1pp,AVHHIN0); lines(q,q) 
plot(y2pp,NUMHHS0); lines(q,q) 
plot(y3pp,BLTYR0); lines(q,q) 
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plot(y4pp,PVACHU0); lines(q,q) 
#plot(y5app,y5ac); lines(q,q) 
#plot(y5bpp,y5bc); lines(q,q) 
 
############################################################## 
#           solving simultaneously next period 
 
#current variables 
y1c <-  ifelse(AVHHIN0<0.01,0.01, AVHHIN0) 
y2c <-  ifelse(NUMHHS0<0.01,1, NUMHHS0) 
y3c <-  ifelse(BLTYR0<0.01,0.01, BLTYR0) 
y4c <-  ifelse(PVACHU0<0.01,0.01, PVACHU0) 
y5ac <- ifelse(ABHU0<0.01,1, ABHU0) 
y5bc <- ifelse(ABHUR0A<0.01,0.01, ABHUR0A) 
exo1c <- ifelse(HSDROP0<0.01,0.01, HSDROP0) 
exo2c    <- y2c + VACHU0  #housing stock 
 
regFit<-gFit(AVHHIN0-eq_AVHHIN0$residuals, AVHHIN0) 
plot(AVHHIN0,AVHHIN0-eq_AVHHIN0$residuals, ylab="predicted", col="red", main=round(regFit,4)) 
points(AVHHIN0,AVHHIN0p, pch="+") 
lines(x,y) 
 
regFit<-gFit(NUMHHS0-eq_NUMHHS0$residuals, NUMHHS0) 
plot(NUMHHS0,NUMHHS0-eq_NUMHHS0$residuals, ylab="predicted", col="red", 
main=round(regFit,4)) 
points(NUMHHS0,NUMHHS0p, pch="+") 
lines(x,y) 
 
regFit<-gFit(BLTYR0-eq_BLTYR0$residuals, BLTYR0) 
plot(BLTYR0,BLTYR0-eq_BLTYR0$residuals, ylab="predicted", col="red", main=round(regFit,4)) 
points(BLTYR0,BLTYR0p, pch="+") 
lines(x,y) 
 
regFit<-gFit(PVACHU0-eq_PVACHU0$residuals, PVACHU0) 
plot(PVACHU0,PVACHU0-eq_PVACHU0$residuals, ylab="predicted", col="red", 
main=round(regFit,4)) 
points(PVACHU0,PVACHU0p, pch="+") 
lines(x,y) 
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Figure B.1: Model diagnostics
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Figure B.2: Error diagnostics
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APPENDIX C: MONTE CARLO CODE 

The FGS3SLS Estimator  

This appendix first summarizes the FGS2SLS and FGS3SLS estimator as derived in 

Kelejian and Prucha (2004) followed by a sample R code used to perform the Monte Carlo 

simulations. The system of equations considered in this chapter can be seen as a spatial 

extension to ‘neighborhood ecology models’ in concept and an extension to the widely 

used single equation model of Cliff and Ord (1973, 1981) in terms of econometric 

specification.  

 

 
nnnnn UYCXBYY        (C.1) 

with ),.....,(),.....,(),.....,( ,,2,1,,2,1,,2,1 nmnnnnknnnnmnnn uuuUxxxXyyyY   

mjnjnnnmnmnnn ,...,1),.....,( ,,,,2,1
 yWyyyyY  

 

where nj ,y is the  n x 1 vector of cross sectional observations on each of the dependent 

variables. Since the model is conditional on the realized value of nj ,y  in the previous 

period, the temporally lagged endogenous variables are treated as given and forms a 

component of vector nj ,x . nj ,u  is the n × 1 disturbance vector in the jth  equation, 
nW  is 

an n × n row standardized weights matrix of known constants, and B ,C , and  are 

correspondingly defined parameter matrices of dimension m×m, k ×m and m×m 

respectively. The spillovers in endogenous variables and spatial correlation of disturbance 

terms are modeled as follow. The vector 
njnnj ,, .yWy  models the spatial spillover of 

endogenous variable, often referred to as the spatial lag of nj ,y . Its rth element represents 
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the average of the values of y in the neighborhood of r. The error terms are assumed to 

be generated by the following spatially autoregressive process 

 

nnn ERUU          (C.2) 

with )(),.....,( 1,,2,1 j

m

jnmnnn diag   RE  

mjnjnnjnmnnn ,...,1,),.....,( ,,,,2,1  uWuuuuU  

 

where nj , is the n × 1 vector of disturbances, j  is the spatial autoregressive parameter 

in the jth equation. The vector n,1u  is defined analogous to the spatial lag variable nj ,y . 

The disturbances are not only assumed to be spatially correlated across space but also 

across equations. 

 

The jth equation of (1) after imposing exclusion restrictions may be expressed as 

njjnjjnjjnjnj ,,,,, ''' uYXYy         (C.3) 

with njnjnnj ,,,   uWu   

 

and jj  , and j are the coefficients associated with the endogenous, exogenous and 

spatially dependent endogenous variables respectively,  

 

Rewriting (A.3) as 

njjnjnj ,,, uZy           (C.4) 

with njnjnnj ,,,   uWu  

where ),,( ,,,, njnjnjnj YXYZ   and )',','( jjjj    
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To estimate (A.4), let the instrument matrix 
nH  contain at least the linearly independent 

columns of ),( nnn XWX and follow the regularity conditions as discussed in Kelejian and 

Prucha (2004). Defining 

njHnj ,,

~

ZPZ   where nnnnH ')'( 1
HHHHP

 , the initial 2SLS estimator of j is then given 

by  

njnjnjnjnj ,,

~

,,

~

,

~

)'( yZZZ .        (C.5) 

Next, define njnnjnj ,,

*

, )( yWyy   , njnnjnj ,,

*

, )( ZWZZ    and applying the 

Cochrane-Ocrutt-type transformation to (4), we get 

njjjnjjnj ,

*

,

*

, )()(   Zy        (C.6) 

Replacing j with its consistent estimator 
j

~

 estimated using generalized moments 

approach outlined in Kelejian and Prucha (1999), Feasible Generalized Spatial 2SLS (or 

FGS2SLS) can then be estimated as 

)()'()]()'([ ,

~
*

,,

~
*

,

1

,

~
*

,,

~
*

,, njnjnjnjnjnjnjnj

F

nj  yZZZ





     (C.7) 

where  )()( ,

~
*

,,

~
*

, njnjHnjnj 


 ZPZ . The small sample distribution can be approximated by  

))]()'([,(~ 1

,

~
*

,,

~
*

,

~

,




njnjnjnjjj
F

nj N  ZZ      (C.8) 

with jj

~

 being a consistent estimator of jj estimated using the generalized moments 

used above. 

 

The GS2SLS estimator accounts for potential spatial correlation but does not utilize the 

full information by ignoring potential cross equation correlation in the error terms. The 

full information feasible generalized spatial 3SLS (FGS3LS) is then given by 
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  (C.9) 

 

Its small sample distribution can be approximated by  

))]()()'([,(~ 1
~

*1
~
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 nnnnnn

F

n N  ZIZ      (C.10) 
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Sample Code for Monte Carlo Simulations in R 

rm(list=ls(all=TRUE)) 
set.seed(100) 
par(mfcol=c(2,2)) 
irow<-0 
 
#initializing arrays to store final restuls 
#array size : 9 rho x 9 lambda x 3 n =243 rows, 8 coeff x 3 methods + 3 identifiers for ni, li, ri= 29 
columns 
beta_summary_mean_f      <- array(0,c(243,29))     
beta_summary_median_f    <- array(0,c(243,29))  
beta_summary_bias1_f     <- array(0,c(243,29))    # mean bias 
beta_summary_bias2_f     <- array(0,c(243,29))    # median bias 
beta_summary_varp_f      <- array(0,c(243,29))    #variance pooled 
beta_summary_vart_f      <- array(0,c(243,29))    #variance thetic antithetic 
beta_summary_rmse_f      <- array(0,c(243,29))    #rmse 
beta_summary_rmse_mod_f  <- array(0,c(243,29))    #sqrt(bias^2+(IQ/1.35)^2) 
endo_summary             <- array(0,c(243,35))   #mean,bias, etc (6) + variance +corr,  of 2 endo 
vars with 2 methods S2SLS and S3SLS plus 3 identifiers  
 
#hlist is the columns heading for above arrays 
hlist <- list("n", "lambda", 
"rho","2sls_l1","2sls_g12","2sls_b1","2sls_b3","2sls_l2","2sls_g21","2sls_b2","2sls_b4","s2sls_l1","s2sl
s_g12","s2sls_b1","s2sls_b3","s2sls_l2","s2sls_g21","s2sls_b2","s2sls_b4","s3sls_l1","s3sls_g12","s3s
ls_b1","s3sls_b3","s3sls_l2","s3sls_g21","s3sls_b2","s3sls_b4","s_r1","s_r2") 
colnames(beta_summary_mean_f)      <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_median_f)    <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_bias1_f)     <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_bias2_f)     <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_varp_f)      <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_vart_f)      <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_rmse_f)      <- hlist 
colnames(beta_summary_rmse_mod_f)  <- hlist 
#colnames(endo_summary) <- list("n", "lambda", "rho","y1_bias_S2SLS", "y2_bias_S2SLS", 
"y1_bias_S3SLS", "y2_bias_S3SLS", "y1_var_S2SLS", "y2_var_S2SLS", "y1_var_S3SLS", 
"y2_bias_S3SLS") 
colnames(endo_summary)  <- list("n", "lambda", "rho", 
"y1_min_2s","y1_1q_2s","y1_med_2s","y1_mean_2s","y1_2q_2s","y1_max_2s","y1_var_2s", 
"y1_cor_2s", "y2_min_2s","y2_1q_2s","y2_med_2s","y2_mean_2s","y2_2q_2s","y2_max_2s", 
"y2_var_2s", "y2_cor_2s", 
"y1_min_3s","y1_1q_3s","y1_med_3s","y1_mean_3s","y1_2q_3s","y1_max_3s", 
"y1_var_3s","y1_cor_3s", 
"y2_min_3s","y2_1q_3s","y2_med_3s","y2_mean_3s","y2_2q_3s","y2_max_3s","y2_var_3s","y2_cor_
3s") 
 
######################## 
# model parameters 
######################## 
m   <- 2            # number of equations 
rep <- 500          # number of repetitions * 2, one each for thetic and antithetic variates 
Im  <- diag(1,m) 
 
# variance covariance matrix 
omega1 <- array(0,c(2,2)) 
omega2 <- array(0,c(2,2)) 
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#gives R squared of 0.75 approximately 
omega1[1,] <-c ( 900, 450) 
omega1[2,] <-c ( 450, 900) 
#r square of 0.60 approximately 
omega2[1,] <- c(  3000,-2500) 
omega2[2,] <- c( -2500, 4000) 
 
omega  <- omega2 
sigma1 <- sqrt(omega[1,1]) 
sigma2 <- sqrt(omega[2,2]) 
 
# equation parameters 
g11 <-  1;    g12 <- -0.3 
g21 <-  0.7;  g22 <-   1 
b1 <-   2.0;   b3 <- 2.5; 
b2 <-   2.5;   b4 <- -2.0 
 
##################### 
# genrating exogenous variables master set from which to sample for different n's 
# x1 and x2 are lagged endogenous variables 
# x3 and x4 are time dependent 
##################### 
X1a <- array(0,c(20,1000)); X2a <- array(0,c(20,1000)) 
X3a <- array(0,c(20,1000)); X4a <- array(0,c(20,1000)) 
X1a[1,] <- rnorm(1000, 0, 1); X2a[1,] <- rnorm(1000, 0, 1)  
X3a[1,] <- rnorm(1000, 0, 1); X4a[1,] <- rnorm(1000, 0, 1) 
 
nl      <- c(250)                             # 100, 500, 1000 sample size 
lambdal <- c(-0.8,-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8)    #-0.8,-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 
rhol    <- c(-0.8,-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8)    #-0.8,-0.6,-0.4,-0.2,0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8 
 
#____________________________loop 
for(ni in 1:length(nl)){ 
 n  <- nl[ni] 
 In <- diag(1,n) 
 Zn <- diag(0,n) 
 Y_fcast<- array(0, c(81,(6*n))) # 9rho x 9 lanbda, 3 pairs of values of y 
 
 #################### 
 # weights 
 #################### 
 #creating a standardized circular matrix, one ahead and one back 
 # W1 <- diag(0,n)       #lattice  
 # for(i in 1:n){ 
 # W1[i,ifelse(i-1 <1 ,n-i+1,i-1)]<-1/2 
 # W1[i,ifelse(i+1 >n ,n-i+1,i+1)]<-1/2} 
 
 #creating a standardized circular matrix, 3 ahead and 3 back 
 W3 <- diag(0,n)       #lattice  
 for(i in 1:n){ 
  W3[i,ifelse(i-3 < 1,n+i-3,i-3)] <- 1/6 
  W3[i,ifelse(i-2 < 1,n+i-2,i-2)] <- 1/6 
  W3[i,ifelse(i-1 < 1,n+i-1,i-1)] <- 1/6 
  W3[i,ifelse(i+1 > n,n-i+1,i+1)] <- 1/6 
  W3[i,ifelse(i+2 > n,n-i+2,i+2)] <- 1/6 
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  W3[i,ifelse(i+3 > n,n-i+3,i+3)] <- 1/6 
 } 
 W<-W3 
 #____________________________loop 
 for(li in 1:length(lambdal)){ 
  l1 <- lambdal[li]; l2 <- lambdal[li] 
  ###################### 
  # BY + TX = U 
  # Y <- Inv(B)*(-T*X + U) 
  ###################### 
  #matrix B of coeff on dependent variables 
  B <- array(0,c(2*n,2*n)) 
  B[1:n,]           <- c( (In*g11+l1*W), In*g12 ) 
  B[(n+1):(2*n),]   <- c( In*g21, (In*g22+l2*W) ) 
  T <- array(0,c(2*n,4*n)) 
  T[1:n,]           <- c( In*b1, Zn, In*b3, Zn) 
  T[(n+1):(2*n),]   <- c( Zn, In*b2, Zn, In*b4) 
 
  ###################### 
  # Generating X1 and X2 
  ###################### 
  for(t in 2:8){ 
   Xt <- as.vector(cbind(X1a[t-1,1:n],X2a[t-1,1:n], X3a[t-1,1:n], X4a[t-1,1:n] )) 
   tt <- - solve(B,T%*%Xt) 
   X1a[t,1:n] <- tt[1:n] 
   X2a[t,1:n] <- tt[(n+1):(2*n)] 
   X3a[t,]    <- X3a[t-1,]*1.01 
   X4a[t,]    <- X4a[t-1,]*1.01 
  } 
  #the t=(8-1) value is used as true value for forecast year. t=(8-2) value is used to 
estimate the coefficients 
  x1 <- X1a[t-2,1:n]; x2 <- X2a[t-2,1:n]; x3 <- X3a[t-2,1:n]; x4 <- X4a[t-2,1:n] 
  X  <- as.vector(cbind(x1,x2,x3,x4)) 
  #____________________________loop 
  for(ri in 1:length(rhol)){ 
   r1<-rhol[ri]; r2<-rhol[ri] 
   beta_exp<-array(0,c(rep,52)) 
   #____________________________loop 
   for(repi in 1:rep){ 
    print(c(ni, li, ri, repi)) 
    ##################### 
    # generating errors 
    ##################### 
    v1 <- rnorm(n,0,1); v2 <- rnorm(n,0,1); 
    V  <- cbind(v1,v2) 
    omega_star <- chol(omega) 
    E  <- V%*%omega_star 
    e1 <- E[,1]; e2 <- E[,2] 
    #U <-array(0,5*n) 
    u1 <- solve( In-r1*W, e1 ); u2 <- solve( In-r2*W, e2 ) 
    U  <- c(u1,u2) 
 
    ################ 
    # Generating Y using thetic and anti-thetic variates.. 
    ################ 
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    #____________________________loop 
    for (thetic in 0:1){ 
     Y   <- - solve(B, T%*%X + (-1)^thetic * U) 
     y1  <- Y[1:n]; y2 <- Y[(n+1):(2*n)] 
     wy1 <- W %*% y1; wy2 <- W %*% y2 
     Xm  <- cbind(x1,x2,x3,x4) 
     #y=Z.delta+U 
     Z1 <- cbind(-wy1, -y2, -x1, -x3) 
     Z2 <- cbind(-wy2, -y1, -x2, -x4 ) 
     #colnames(Z1) <- list("l1", "g12", "b1", "b3") 
     #colnames(Z2) <- list("l2", "g21", "b2", "b4") 
     dZ1 <- ncol(Z1); dZ2 <- ncol(Z2) 
 
     ###################### 
     #2SLS 
     ###################### 
     H<-cbind(Xm, W%*%Xm, W%*% (W%*%Xm), 
W%*%(W%*% (W%*%Xm))) 
     P<-H %*% solve(crossprod(H,H),t(H)) 
 
     delta1_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z1, Z1), crossprod( P 
%*% Z1 , y1)) 
     delta2_til <- solve( crossprod(P %*% Z2, Z2), crossprod( P 
%*% Z2 , y2)) 
     delta_til  <- rbind(delta1_til, delta2_til) 
     TSLS       <- delta_til 
     colnames(TSLS) <- list("2SLS") 
     u1_til   <- y1- Z1 %*% delta1_til 
     u2_til   <- y2- Z2 %*% delta2_til 
     wu1_til  <- W %*% u1_til ; wu2_til  <- W %*% u2_til 
     wwu1_til <- W %*% wu1_til; wwu2_til <- W %*% wu2_til 
     G1<-array(0,c(3,3)); G2<-array(0,c(3,3)) 
     G1[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u1_til, wu1_til) ,  -
crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til),   n) 
     G1[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu1_til, wu1_til), -
crossprod(wwu1_til, wwu1_til), sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
     G1[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u1_til, wwu1_til) + 
crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til), crossprod(wu1_til, wwu1_til), 0) 
     g1     <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u1_til, u1_til) , 
crossprod(wu1_til, wu1_til) , crossprod(u1_til, wu1_til) )) 
     G2[1,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(u2_til, wu2_til) ,  -
crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til),   n) 
     G2[2,] <- (1/n)*cbind( 2* crossprod(wwu2_til, wu2_til), -
crossprod(wwu2_til, wwu2_til), sum(diag(crossprod(W,W)))) 
     G2[3,] <- (1/n)*cbind( crossprod(u2_til, wwu2_til) + 
crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til), crossprod(wu2_til, wwu2_til), 0) 
     g2     <- (1/n)*t( cbind( crossprod(u2_til, u2_til) , 
crossprod(wu2_til, wu2_til) , crossprod(u2_til, wu2_til) )) 
 
     f1 <- function(alpha1){ 
     crossprod(g1-G1 %*% t(cbind(alpha1[1], alpha1[1]^2, 
alpha1[2])), g1-G1 %*% t(cbind(alpha1[1], alpha1[1]^2, alpha1[2])))  } 
     minObj1  <- nlm(f1, c(1,1)) 
     rho1_til <- minObj1$estimate[1] 
     s1_til   <- minObj1$estimate[2] 
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     f2 <- function(alpha2){ 
     crossprod(g2-G2 %*% t(cbind(alpha2[1], alpha2[1]^2, 
alpha2[2])), g2-G2 %*% t(cbind(alpha2[1], alpha2[1]^2, alpha2[2]))) } 
     minObj2  <- nlm(f2, c(1,1)) 
     rho2_til <- minObj2$estimate[1] 
     s2_til   <- minObj2$estimate[2] 
     y1star   <- y1 - rho1_til* W %*% y1; y2star <- y2 - rho2_til* W 
%*% y2;  
     Z1star   <- Z1 - rho1_til* W %*% Z1; Z2star <- Z2 - rho2_til* 
W %*% Z2;  
 
 
     #################### 
     # FGS2SLS 
     #################### 
     delta1_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z1star, Z1star), 
crossprod(P %*% Z1star, y1star)) 
     delta2_hat_2S <- solve ( crossprod(P %*% Z2star, Z2star), 
crossprod(P %*% Z2star, y2star)) 
     delta_hat_2S  <- rbind(delta1_hat_2S, delta2_hat_2S) 
     y1_hat_2S <- Z1 %*% delta1_hat_2S 
     y2_hat_2S <- Z2 %*% delta2_hat_2S 
     e1_til <- y1star-Z1star %*% delta1_hat_2S 
     e2_til <- y2star-Z2star %*% delta2_hat_2S 
     # vcov1_2S <- s1_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z1star, P %*% 
Z1star), diag(1,dZ1) ) 
     # vcov2_2S <- s2_til* solve( crossprod(P %*% Z2star, P %*% 
Z2star), diag(1,dZ2) ) 
     # var1_2S  <- diag(vcov1_2S); var2_2S<-diag(vcov2_2S) 
     # var_2S <- c(var1_2S, var2_2S) 
     GS2SLS <- delta_hat_2S 
     # colnames(GS2SLS) <- list("FGS2SLS") 
 
     ############################ 
     # FGS3SLS 
     ############################ 
     SIGMAm <- array(0,c(m,m)) 
     SIGMAm[1,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e1_til,e1_til), 
crossprod(e1_til,e2_til)) 
     SIGMAm[2,] <- (1/n)*rbind(crossprod(e2_til,e1_til), 
crossprod(e2_til,e2_til)) 
     ystar  <- rbind(y1star,y2star) 
     PZstar <- rbind(  cbind( P %*% Z1star, 0*Z2star), cbind(  
0*Z1star, P %*% Z2star)) 
     delta_hat_3S <- solve( crossprod( 
PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% PZstar, crossprod( 
PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% ystar ) 
     # vcov_3S <- solve( 
crossprod(PZstar,kronecker(solve(SIGMAm,Im),In)) %*% PZstar, diag(1,dZ1+dZ2) ) 
     # var_3S  <- diag(vcov_3S) 
     GS3SLS <- delta_hat_3S 
     # colnames(GS3SLS) <- list("FGS3SLS") 
     beta_exp[repi,(26*thetic+1):(26+26*thetic)]<-round(c(TSLS, 
GS2SLS, GS3SLS, rho1_til, rho2_til),4) 
     #print(c(repi,(26*thetic+1))) 
    } #end thetic 
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   } #end repetitions 
 
 
   ######################### 
   # summary of coefficients 
   ######################### 
   beta_exp_pooled     <- rbind(beta_exp[,1:26],beta_exp[,27:52]) 
   beta_summary_mean   <- round(apply(beta_exp_pooled,2,mean),3) 
   beta_summary_median <- round(apply(beta_exp_pooled,2,median),3) 
   beta_summary_varp   <- round(apply(beta_exp_pooled,2,var),3) 
   beta_summary_bias1  <- beta_summary_mean   -
c(l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,r1,r2)  
   beta_summary_bias2  <- beta_summary_median -
c(l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,l1,g12,b1,b3,l2,g21,b2,b4,r1,r2) 
   beta_summary_IQ     <- round(apply(beta_exp_pooled,2,IQR),3) 
 
   #calculating variance for thetic antithectic estimates 
   beta_summary_vart <- array(0,26) 
   for(vi in 1:26){ 
    beta_summary_vart[vi]  <-  round( (1/4)*(   var(beta_exp[,vi]) + 
var(beta_exp[,26+vi]) + 2*cov(beta_exp[,vi],beta_exp[,26+vi])   ),3) 
   } 
 
   beta_summary_rmse     <- round(sqrt(beta_summary_bias1^2 +  
beta_summary_vart^2 )   ,3) 
   beta_summary_rmse_mod <- round(sqrt(beta_summary_bias2^2 + 
(beta_summary_IQ/1.35)^2),3) 
 
   ############################ 
   #populating the final tables 
   ############################# 
   irow<-irow+1 
   beta_summary_mean_f[irow,]       <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_mean) 
   beta_summary_median_f[irow,]     <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_median) 
   beta_summary_bias1_f[irow,]      <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_bias1) 
   beta_summary_bias2_f[irow,]      <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_bias2) 
   beta_summary_varp_f[irow,]       <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_varp) 
   beta_summary_vart_f[irow,]       <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_vart) 
   beta_summary_rmse_f[irow,]       <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_rmse) 
   beta_summary_rmse_mod_f[irow,]   <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], 
beta_summary_rmse_mod) 
   print(irow) 
 
   ############################# 
   #Calculating forecasted endogenous variables 
   ############################## 
   # true value of forecasted endogenous variable (Y's at t=7) = (x1,x2 at t=8) 
   y1_ftrue <- X1a[8,1:n]; y2_ftrue<-X2a[8,1:n] 
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   #exogenous variables 
   Xtfcast <- as.vector(cbind(X1a[7,1:n],X2a[7,1:n], X3a[7,1:n], X4a[7,1:n] )) 
 
   y1_fcast <- array(0,c(n,2)) 
   y2_fcast <- array(0,c(n,2)) 
 
   # calculating endogenous variables by two methods 
   # f=1 I gives forecast by FGS2SLS, f=2 gives forecast by FGS3SLS 
   for(f in 1:2){ 
    l1_est  <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,12]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,20]*(f-1) 
    g12_est <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,13]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,21]*(f-1) 
    b1_est  <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,14]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,22]*(f-1) 
    b3_est  <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,15]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,23]*(f-1) 
    l2_est <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,16]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,24]*(f-1) 
    g21_est<- beta_summary_median_f[irow,17]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,25]*(f-1) 
    b2_est <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,18]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,26]*(f-1) 
    b4_est <- beta_summary_median_f[irow,19]*(2-f)+ 
beta_summary_median_f[irow,27]*(f-1) 
 
    #expected value of coeffs 
    B_est <- array(0,c(2*n,2*n)) 
    B_est[1:n,]           <- c( (In*g11+l1_est*W), In*g12_est ) 
    B_est[(n+1):(2*n),]   <- c( In*g21_est, (In*g22+l2_est*W) ) 
    T_est<-array(0,c(2*n,4*n)) 
    T_est[1:n,]           <- c( In*b1_est, Zn, In*b3_est, Zn) 
    T_est[(n+1):(2*n),]   <- c( Zn, In*b2_est, Zn, In*b4_est) 
 
    #forecasted y 
    Ytfcast  <- - solve(B_est,T_est %*% Xtfcast) 
    y1_fcast[,f] <- Ytfcast[1:n] 
    y2_fcast[,f] <- Ytfcast[(n+1):(2*n)] 
   } #end f 
   Y_fcast[irow,] <- c(y1_ftrue, y1_fcast, y2_ftrue, y2_fcast) 
   endo_summary[irow,]   <- c(nl[ni], lambdal[li], rhol[ri], summary(y1_fcast[,1] - 
y1_ftrue), var(y1_fcast[,1] - y1_ftrue), cor(y1_fcast[,1], y1_ftrue), summary(y2_fcast[,1] - y2_ftrue), 
var(y2_fcast[,1] - y2_ftrue), cor(y2_fcast[,1] , y2_ftrue), summary(y1_fcast[,2] - y1_ftrue), 
var(y1_fcast[,2] - y1_ftrue), cor(y1_fcast[,2] , y1_ftrue), summary(y2_fcast[,2] - y2_ftrue), 
var(y2_fcast[,2] - y2_ftrue), cor(y2_fcast[,2] , y2_ftrue)) 
   #endo_var    <- c(  var(y1_fcast[,2] - y1_ftrue), var(y1_fcast[,2] - y1_ftrue)) 
   #endo[irow,] <- c(endo_bias, endo_var) 
   print(irow) 
   print(c(irow,"a")) 
  } #end rho 
 } #end lambda 
} #end n 
 
#beta_summary_mean_f[1:50,] 
#beta_summary_median_f[1:50,] 
#beta_summary_bias1_f[1:50,] 
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#beta_summary_bias2_f[1:50,] 
#beta_summary_varp_f[1:50,] 
#beta_summary_vart_f[1:50,] 
##beta_summary_rmse_f[1:50,] 
##beta_summary_rmse_mod_f[1:50,] 
#endo_summary[1:50,] 
 
beta_mean <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_mean_f,  "/home/sarraf/beta_mean.csv") 
beta_median <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_median_f,"/home/sarraf/beta_median.csv") 
beta_bias1 <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_bias1_f,"/home/sarraf/beta_bias1.csv") 
beta_bias2 <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_bias2_f,"/home/sarraf/beta_bias2.csv") 
beta_varp <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_varp_f,"/home/sarraf/beta_varp.csv") 
beta_vart <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_vart_f,"/home/sarraf/Wbeta_vart.csv") 
endo_sum <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(endo_summary,"/home/sarraf/endo_sum.csv") 
endo_fcast <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(t(Y_fcast),  "/home/sarraf/endo_fcast.csv") 
beta_rmse <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_rmse_f,  "/home/sarraf/beta_rmse.csv") 
beta_rmse_mod <- paste(tempfile(,"/home/sarraf/"), ".csv", sep = "") 
write.csv(beta_summary_rmse_mod_f,  "/home/sarraf/beta_rmse_mod.csv") 
#W3OM15k_endo_fcast <- paste(tempfile(,"/home3/sarraf/"), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(Y_fcast,  "/home3/sarraf/W3OM15k_endo_fcast.dbf") 
#var(y1-X1a[6,1:n]) 
#summary(y1-X1a[6,1:n]) 
#W3OM1_beta_mean <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_mean_f),W3OM1_beta_mean) 
#W3OM1_beta_median <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_median_f),W3OM1_beta_median) 
#W3OM1_beta_bias1 <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_bias1_f),W3OM1_beta_bias1) 
#W3OM1_beta_bias2 <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_bias2_f),W3OM1_beta_bias2) 
#W3OM1_beta_varp <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_varp_f),W3OM1_beta_varp) 
#W3OM1_beta_vart <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(beta_summary_vart_f),W3OM1_beta_vart) 
#W3OM1_endo <- paste(tempfile(), ".dbf", sep = "") 
#write.dbf(data.frame(endo_summary),W3OM1_endo) 
 
 
 

 




